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6.3 Percent In January
•
V
OLYMPICS COMPETITION - The
Special Olympics invitational basket-
ball tournament at Murray State
University this weekend began
yesterday with a round of activities,
from a sledding opportunity for
-WOW Florida youths to actual basket-
*lit competition. In the picture to the
kit, George Hodges and Ray Helm
(on the tube) get a first chance at
sledding as assistant coach Skip
Belton gives them a boost The
youngsters play with the Florida Gold
Sharks team from Orlando, Ha. In the
bottom picture, Coach Ben Sanders
shouts instructions to his charges in a
game with Marshall Cibunty. Sanders
coaches the Louisiana Choctaw
Recreation Center team from Baton
Rouge, La. Special Olympics basket-
ball competition is slated to continue
today and conclude Saturday with a
special banquet honoring teams and
team members. Kentucky Lieutenant
Governor Thelma Stovall is expected
to address the group.
(Photos sy jenny B. Gordon)
Nation's Jobless Rate Drops
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's
unemployment rate dropped another
notch in January to 6.3 percent, its
lowest point in more than three years,
the government said today.
Even more important than the slight
improvement in the jobless picture last
month was the report's confirmation
that the big and surprising drop in
unemployment in December, to 6.4
percent from 6.9 percent the month
before, was not the fluke that some
economists had feared,
The Labor Department said an ad-
ditional 270,000 persons found jobs in
January, raising total employment to
92.9 million. The number of
unemployed persons remained at 6.2
million, about the same as in Decem-
ber. ,
The 0.1 percent drop in
unemployment last month meant the
Carter administration already is near
'the upper end of its goal to reduce the
nation's jobless rate to between 6 and
6.25 percent in 1978.
Game Times
Change
Fans planning to attend the
basketball games at Murray State
Saturday are reminded to note the
different starting times.
The Murray State Lady Racers
will be playing 30 minutes earlier,
with tipoff time set for 4:45 p. m. as
they play a key OVC game against
East Tennessee.
After the women- play, the
championship game of the Special
Olympics Basketball Tournament
will be held. There are 16 teams
from 10 states participating in the
tourney, sponsored by MSU. The
title game will consist of four, six-
minute quarters.
The men's varsity contest between
the Racers and East Tennessee will
begin at 8 p.m. and that is 30 minutes
later than the usual starting time.
On hand Saturday_ will be
lieutenant-governor Thelma Stovall
who will present the Special
Olympic Arophies during the half-
time of the men's game. -
However, the job picture for blacks
and other minorities remained bleak in
January, as the overall jobless rate for
this group of workers remained at 12.7
percent and for black males and black
youths, jobs became even more scarce.
The Labor Department said the
jobless rate for black adult men rose to
9.8 percent in January, up from 9.1
percent in December, while the rate for
black youths rose to 38.7 percent, up
frill-n..38 percent in December. There
was an improvement for black adult
women, whose jobless rate declined to
10.8 percent from -December's 11.5
percent.
The Labor Department gave this




Calloway County Sheriff's Depart-
ment has charged two county 16-year-
olds with burglary and theft by
unlawful taking in connection with the
burglary of a county residence.
County authorities arrested the pair
Thursday evening and confiscated
jewelry, boots, a radio and money
reported missing from the home of
Ricky Renfro, Route 6, Murray.
According to a sheriff's department
spokesman, both juveniles were in the
county jail early today awaiting a
hearing.
Calloway County Sheriff's Depart-
ment also Thursday arrested five
juveniles, ranging in ages from 14-16,
and an adult, 18-year-old Joseph M.
Beard Jr., Route 1, New Concord, and
held them for Henry County, Tenn.,
authorities.
The juveniles, four of them of
Calloway County, and Beard are
charged in connection with burglaries
at the Louis Williams boat dock and the
Jack Jones boat dock in the Cypress
Springs Resort area of that Tennessee
county.
Acting on a bp, local authorities
arrested six persons and confiscated
rods, reels, a television and other small
items, a sheriff's depattret
okesman sai4 ,. _
• •••
..04.113
ployment for various categories in
January:
Adult men, 4.7 percent, down from
4.6.
-Adult women, percent, down
from 6.6.
-Teenagers, 16 percent, up from
15.6.
-Whites, 5.5 percent, unchanged.
-Fulltime workers, 5.8 percent.
down from 5.9.
-White collar workers, 3.6 percent,
down from 4.
-Blue collar workers, 7.1 percent,
down from 7.2.
The Labor Department said most of
the employment gains during January
were in manufacturing, up 105,000, and
in wholesale and retail trade, up 95,000.
It said overall employment totals
were affected by the strike in the coal
mining industry, which has removed
160,000 workers from payrolls, although
these persons are not counted as
unemployed.
The unemployment rate in January
was 1.1 percentage points lower than a
year earlier and the lowest since
October 1974, when it was 6.1 percent.
er mes 
County 'In Compliance, Official Says
Air Pollution Ruling
For Call6i-nray Reversed
An earlier recommendation that
designated Calloway County as a "non-
attainment area" in an air pollution
rating has been reversed according to
John Smither, director of the Kentucky
air pollution control authority. •
"We have made some adjustments in
our reccomrnendation to EPA (the
federal Environmental Protection
Agency )," Smither said in a telephone
interview with The - Murray
Ledger & Times today.
"Earlier we had Calloway County
designated as a non-attainment area)
for oxidants and we have removed that
designation," Smither said. -In fact,
we're showing right now that it's in
compliance for all poll utantav--
The earlier classification, which was
announced in December, had created a
great deal of concern among local and
. area officiate because ,the non-
attainment staTil carried with it the --
stipulation that no new industrial
pollution sources could be added in the
counties so designated unless existing
sources reduced specific pollutants.
The method of determining the
ratings was also questioned by local
government officials as well as
representatives of the Murray
Chambers of Commerce, the Purchase
_,trea Development District, and
editorially in this newspaper.
Calloway and six other counties in the
Jackson Purchase were classified as
non-attainment areas in the orginal
recommendation. The current
recommendation classifies only
Marshall and McCracken counties with
non-attainment status.
The original recommendation was
based on air pollution reading taken at
Paducah and at Henderson.
In explaining the earlier ruling, and •
the reason thtt-recommendation war'
reversed, Smither said: .
"The oxidant problem, which is what
we are talking about, is a tran-
sportation-effect problem. That is that
, a source of automobile (pollution) and
so forth in one county or sources of
hydrocarbons in one county can in-
fluence the air quality in another. We
had measured violations, for example,
In McCracken County and Daviess
County and Henderson County-øá-.
sonie of these others.
"We felt that there was a possibility
that either.. the upwind counties could
influence the levels in those counties
'inuhunuerwtser had
measured problems could tluence the
cOlinties upwind from them.
- "This is sort of the basis on which we
made that first analysis. However,
now, we have gone back and decided'
not to make any determination of non-
attainment except where we have
actually measured data for oxidants. In
other words, if we don't have measured
data. for it we're not calling it no-
attainment.'
Sinither said that at this time the
state agency does not have a technique
that will enable them to arrive at a non-
attainment status without on-site
measurements in individual counties.
Smither was asked if measured
pollution in one county, such as
Calloway, could have come from
another county, or even from 'neigh-
boring states such as Tennessee or
Illinois. '
"That's-right;" *said, "and-in -the
case of oxidants it very well could.._
Smither said that it's "a little early-to
say" if the state pollution control
authority will establish a monitoring
station in Calloway County.
"It will depend to a certain extent oar'
what the federal guidelines are on this
and what determination they (EPA)
make," Smither said.
Smither said that the state agency
has forwarded its recommendation to
EPA and that the federal agency is
actually the agency that will make the
final determination.
"The EA, I believe, will probably
follow our last' reeikunenclaticin,"
Smither said, "I have no reason at this
time to believe that they won't."
The recommendations are to be
published in the federal register next
week, the state agency head said.
Following that publication, the EPA
will allow a period of time for comment
on -the recommendations from con-
cerned individuals and organizations.
Linder the original recommendation,
counties 'across Kentucky were
designated as non-attainment areas as
far as air pollution was concerned. The
current recommendation list only 14
See POLLUTION,
Page 12, Column 4
Fresh Concern Expressed Over
Effect Of Shorter Coal Supplies
Fresh tOncern was expressed over
the effect of the dwindling foalsupplies
on electric utilities as United Mine
Workers union and coal iNustry talks
recess today.
Negotiators for UMW and operators,
reported at one point "very close" to a
new deal, retessed talks early today
without settling on terms that could end
a record 60 day strike.
Tennessee , Valley Authority, the
nation's largest utility, has no im-
mediate plans for power cutbacks,
Murray Electric System superin-
tendent Bill Barker said today.
• 'I've heard nothing from TVA except
their formal plan for cuttihg back
which has been in existence for some
time • now," Barker said today.
Meanwhile Chief federal mediator
Wayne L. Horvitz announced shortly
atter midnight that 14 hours of talks had
failed to produce an accord. Although
he had been hopeful earlier in the day,
Horvitz said, "We don't ,have an
agreement tonight."
He said he was hopeful negotiations
would resume later today but added
that no time was set. -It's always
possible" the two sides might choose
not to meet during the day, he said.
Members of the Union's bargaining
.-;council were called to a mid-morning
session by UMW President Arnold
Miller, apparently so the could be filled
in on the talks.
The strike entered its 60th day today,
making it the longest industry-wide
work stoppage in UMW history. The
union struck for 59 days in 194&
According to Barker,TVA may wait
out another 10 days to two weeks before
starting the Planned steps for cur-
tailment throughout the Tennessee
Valley. The steps take in actual "in
house" curtailments involving cut-
backs .for each utility; requests for
customer conservation measures; TVA
institutional cutbacks to large con-
sumers ( We have no real large in-
dustry consumers here," Barker
said.); and finally an actual , cur-
tailment program throughout the
sysi&n.
Barker said TVA officials told him
Paradise Steam Plant in Muhlenburg
County has about a 200 day supply of
coal left. Other steam plant supplies
dwindle down to the 25-30 de* level
"when you get down to other sources,
like nuclear and hydro, there is not
much left, "Barker said.
Money has reportedly been the major
sticking point in the talks since
bargainers reached tentative
agreement on other key points. The
union's negotiators have been holding
out for more economic concessions
from the industry, claiming they gave
in on other points earlier. -
The union rejected an industry offer
of a $2.10 hourly wage boost last week.
dinsie today One Section-12 Pages
•
Lowes, the state's top rated high school girls team handed
the Calloway County Laker ladies their first loss 6f the
season with a 61-47 win at Calloway County Thursday
evening. Murray Ledger & Times Sports Editor Mike
Brandon has a recap of the game today, Page 7.
cloudy
Generally cloudy with oc-
casional snow flurries today,
tonight and Saturday. i ha
today and Saturday in the 1
mid 30s. Lows tonight 15 to 20.
Winds becoming southerly 5 to _
10 miles an hour today through
Saturday. Probabilities of
measurable precipiation less
than 20 pecent both today and
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Laetrile Measure Goes To Kentucky Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (APp The 11.1"1116 11151.61"',
Kentucky House has voted over-
whelmingly after an emotional debate frankfortto legalize the controversial purported
cancer drug laetrile. 
--- roundup/-As the Senate concerned itself with .
-minor bills after a full day of committee
activity Thursday, the House climaxed
the laetrile debate with a 79-14 vote to
seriFfEe Wirs-tire te the upper cham-
ber.
- But the 'bill to legalize the
manufacture and sale of laetrile did not
make it out of the House unscathed.
The bill, sponsored by Rep. Ron
Cyrus, D-Flatwoods, was amended to
prohibit more than 25 percent profit in
extracting the chemical from apricot
pits.
, The amendment also prohibits
physicians from prescribing laetnle • f
they determine it would interfere w'
!erne other form of cancer treatment '
--Another controversial issure,surfaced_
1111111111111NIMMIlenatratareawvrtiortannwriK,
when the House Committee on Elec-
tions and Constitutional Amendments
approved a resolution calling for an
anti-abortion amendment fo the U.S.
Constitution.
The panel voted 15-1 in favor of
petitioning Congress to convene a
constitutional convention to consider an
amendrnent outlawing abortion.
"With each abortion we lose a bit of
our own humanity," was how Rep.
Dolly McNutt, D-Paducah,
paraphrased John Donne in:support of
the resolution the sponsored:
the only committee member to vote
against the resolution.
In other legislative action:
. -A substitute collective bargaining
bill for teachers that includes a no
strike-Cfau-se was drafted by a Senate
subcommittee with the' aim of im-
proving the measure's chances for
passage in the upper chamber.
However, Sen. Ed O'Daniel, D-
Springfield, chairman of the business
organizations and professions sub-
committee, acknowledged the
removal of a binding arbitration
provision and inclusion of the no strike
clause probably will not avert an ex-
pected battle over the bill in the House.
-A Senate committee looked
favorably on a ,bill to make public
service commission members fulltinie,
but held off action until icline changes
are made next week. Seri Torn
Easterly, D-Frankfort, the 'aponsor,;
PSC hearings on - all utility rate in-
creases under the fuel adjustment
clause.
• Meinbersof the Senate Comrhittee on
Public Utilities and Transportaton
indicated they favored such a change
and one already made that would
reduce the PSC from five to three
members.
-Transportation Secretary Calvin
Grayson told the joint Appropriations
and Revenue Committee that unless
state road fund revenues are increased
Kentucky's highway programs will be
severely curtailed. Grayson suggested
user charges ,on all modes of tran-
sportaton and tying of the ninecent
gasoline tax to the rate of inflation to
bail out the road f
-The administration of Gov. Julian. _
Carroll proposed that emission in-
spectiens be required beginning in 1980
for cars and light tracks in the state's
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4 The Area; Persons Are Ill
By Mrs. R. D. Key
Jan. 23, 1978
Lots of flu and colds around
here.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, returned to
their home in Michigan on
Friday after a two weeks' visit'.
here;'whieh they didn't enjoy.
too well as they had the flu.
Mrs. Lee and Mitch Sykes
were -confined to bed over a
week at the home of Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes. Bro. Lee
and little Tabitha had colds,
but they were feeling better
when they left.
• /I D. Key was able to attend-
.--church 'after TwO
-weeks at home with the flu.
Miss Peggy Cornwell visited
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
on Sunday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall
remains a shut in from the flu.




th oe hie "Ilia
-0111111im-1 ,
cinnati.
Mrs. Mabern Key is staying
with her mother, Mrs. Ovie
Wilson, for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
and son, Mike, of Chicago,
returned home Monday after
.being he.rejor two weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Owen
and 14. and Mrs. Rufus
Hopkins. Mr. and Mrs. Max
Dale returned home with them
for a few days' visit.
Mrs. Holice Grooms and
Mrs. Enloe Tarkington visited
Adolphus Pischall and Bailey
Grooms on Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
-FifleTif Memphis, ,
visited-Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones on New Year's day.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Phelps
of Nashville, Tn., visited Bro.
and Mrs. .James Phelps last
and Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
visited the Jerry Lee family in
- the home Of' geo. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes on Thursday
before they left on Friday for
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
iilt.,t.trry,j1r, and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins and .son,
Kenny„and girlfriend, Sherri
Parrish, and Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Jenkins visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins on Sunday.
Bailey Grooms is not so
well. Their daughter, Mrs.
Lettie Stafford of Michigan is
staying with them for a while.
_ Mr. as >us. Hester 1Zup-
ningharn -Of tt. Louis, Mo".-,
* visited Mr. and Mrs. Vergil
Paschall last week.
Mrs. Opal Kuykendall and
Mrs. 011ie Key visited Mr. and
Mrs. Vergil Paschall on
weekend. Thursday. telephone rates. I can't afford opened the door wide and
Being Snowbound Gives plamed to her my situation.
Time For and asked her to call the
Taking Stock police. Within a few minutes,
We have plenty of time-for -two officers arrived. •
taking inventory of the The men could find no signs
treasures we possess • of the door being tampered
treasures we .seldom have with  and suggested that the
time . to appreciate. Even high wind that had *it rased
th6uglF This snoir-and frjgia n, might have blifyrn a limb
weather brings cliStress and. ontO-the roof. I didn't get the
inconveniences, it could be name-of the officers but I want
iised to advantage. In normal them to know I think I solved
weather, we are inclined to the mystery.
cram so many interests into The utility room is near the
the day we forget the real kitchen door. It has two doors
wealth. that open to make a wide
Jo Burkeen's column  on entrnace. One door is secured
appreciations to special to the frame and the floor, and
service „organizations - wits -holds the other door in place. I
timely and appropriate. Our looked at the doors the rieit
blessings are so numerous arid day and noticed the free door
common, that we often forget was too much on the inside of
they exist and forget to say the utility room. The
"Thank You." policemen had suggested that
In spite-of the increase in the wind had caused the noise. I
Mrs. Holice Grooms and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Olive to curtail any service lammed i hard s I





 t WiU.i014 Saturday- 
.61 ....- ... Miss Carolyn Wilford,
about
My furnace has had a spell
of belching or puffing this
Week. Saturday night it gave
out a noise that frightened me.
I checked to see if there was
an explosion, and remem-
bered that Rand); Thornton,
my furtine doctor who comes
regardless of day or hour, had
told me there was no danger in
such performances.
But then I recalled the
cuations that had been given,
and planned an exit should
there be a fire. I decided on
the window in my bedroom
that I could use in getting out
- and one of the exit doies. Then
I planned what I vsould take
with me as I exited to safety.
There are so many things
that are precious, but I
narrowed my takings to two
items.. my purse and the case
that holds the minutes of the
First Christian Church for the
past 25 years. Should they be
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Hill, Mrs. Myrtice Nance and Arlin Wednesday for Mr. Olive to Chorne. The main phone In lir heard the night before._ . destroyed, we would have
Mrs. Judy Summers and son,  Paeithall-.17111-14.90a7".7,--_Mr_air-hav _ - up with his the kitchen.There are to flailed' to Aid tife- attapp_st_ -",jeithing left to start on
Mark; and Mrs: Sadie Huey Naheeta-bettig eared for in the doctor. H ha a good report. -others ;one in the bathroom in the telephone operator to So I took the church work and
spent New Year's day,with_ home outer son, Lowell OPhepa visitedt. hear eadinf the batlittiln=ose thank her for saving ,1130.- - my purse and placed them. by
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes. Betty Nance. Mrs. Ovie Wilson and by my bed; and jacks in the hope she reads this and knows the living room door so they
Mrs. Ovie Wilson returned Bro. James Phelps and Adolphus Paschall in the living room, guest room ..and that I appreciate her could be picked uneasily - just
e from the hospital CsaryAmith visite4 R D. Key_ hospital on Monday  on two patios. To-remove responding to my eispoitb-in in case.
-.Saturday. Her- '-daughter,- on Tuesday. - 
' 
Glynn Ort has been sick the one of the extensions Might thanking the operator. I am 
. • Nelda Hopkins, spent theMrs. Gloria Jenkins was in past week with a cold. balance the raise in rates, but thanking the telephone The paper delivery boys -
weekend with her. Mr. and
Mrs. Clerris Wilson took Mrs.
Hopkins to Nashville, Tn., on
Sunday where she left by
airplane to go home-toCtn-
Paris, Tn., Monday to see a Mr.. and Mrs. Henry Sykes can I afford to take a chance of
doctor. are confined to bed with the flu being in the bathroom when I
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Lee, Mr. this week. Mrs. Sadie Bucy is suffer an injury with.po means
and Mrs. Larry BlakleY, . staying with them. of calling for help? It seems
-Henry Sykes--and-soer-T-anYv- - Mrs'. - Mike - Jenkins and-most-telephone calls- come
— ' '  -- - ''  - '• ' • children:Kit Ind Jill,nf Iiiwif- *heel am in the bathroom.-
-*Thru Thur.
715 9:25± 2 30 Sun








Late Wow Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment
18 or over only
Who is
Thru Wed. 7'2" 35 +'2 . 30 Sun
. o Onerealkkocur;
.V.74 the crow& who cheered him.
Not the women who made love to him.
Not the family who reached out to him.
No one until now
No one until her
AL PAC&O-MARTHE KELLER 1Par
100s Proof—
Woe Cot Great Entertainment
company for providing such
accommodations. The ex-
tensions will remain. They are_
worth the price.
_
Thanks * to the Murray
two especially Junior Tripp
who delivered the Murray
Ledger & Times for months,
maybe years until he quit last
-fall for a better job; and-Mike
* Gough who took his place.
arrived here Sunday to attend Then the one by my bed gives Ledger & Times, the-local Never a missed paper, and
Alit the wedding of a cousin, me security during the night.- radio, and televistair-fer -alaraYs the Pair was placed
Nancy Harrelson, all Jái'a I4. hee night recently, the fiarnin,g us about the-;.-.111 my door for easy finding.
They are visiting this week' - -bedside phone brought aid tragedies that could happen if Polite and business like, too.
with her mother, Mrs. when 1- thought my 'kitchen we fail to take preciution and -Jimmy Fenton used to bring
Catherene Etheridge. Mrs. door was being opened._ The plan for relief should we be the Courier Journal. He was
• Gloria Jenkins visited them noise woke me. I was overtaken. Smoke alarms, tops, too. I want to keep in
Tuesday. 'frightened and ugI the phone keeping gas meters unchoked, touch with these three- to see
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson for help.! didn't want to turn closing openings in house them succeed in their chosen
visited MM. Ovie Wilson on on the light 'and couldn't see foundations, being con- vocations.
Tuesday. Mr. Wilson -also bow to, diat.- I found zero and servative- with ,gas and.
visited- the , R. Key, _ dialed-the -operator--. I - electricity-l-ze...ereadvised .Tee much praise can't be
Tuesday morning. given the mail carriers. They
- Bro. James-Phelpuvisitee
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and
Howard Morris on Wed-
nesday.
Hwy Sykes was admitted.
to the Henry County Hospital
Monday with flu where he
stayed until Saturday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and sons, Rickie and-Brian,
visited NT% and Mrs. Glynn
Orr on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins on Wed-
nesday.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, and Tony
Sykes visited Henry Sykes in
the hospital last week,
Rudy Key was taken Friday
to Memphis, Tn., for eye
surgery by Bro. Warren Sykes
and Tony Sykes. Two of his
sisters, Mrs. Sadie Bucy and
'Mrs. Lorene Smith of Mem-
phis, Tn., are with him at the
hospital. BOARDMAN GIRL
• Mr. and Mrs. • David
Boardman of Hernando,Baptist Women Of mi.., are the parents of a
baby girl, Michelle Louise,
weighing eight pounds thir-
teen ounces, born on Satur-
day, Jan. 28, at the Methodist
Hospital, Memphis, Tn.
The father is employed with
Lawson Products and the
mother is on leave from her
teaching position.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Boardman of
Sikeston, Mo., and Mrs. Er-
nestine Venable of Murray
Route One.Cistc, I FINAL DAYS•Eads 2/97:011,9:25+2:30Sun.




RICHARD DREYFUSS GENE SHAW, NBC-TV
CLOSE ENCOUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND
Adult $3.00 Chik1 $1.50   01%
No Passes—No Bargain Nit, PG
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Bo • ha gar .1;iionoreil -With lo mind then leather, alWays obliging and
seemina happy on their
Surprise Shower•- , Providence-Meet - routes;
• The new - Providence was chosen to be clothing and
Homemakers Club met textiles chairman.
Tuesday, Jan. 10, at one p.m. Karen Housden directed the
at ttk home of Fonda Grogan games with Gail Herndon and
• wIth Slvi, -Puckett vice. Iris Casteel were winners. _
president, presiding and Iris A highlight of the meeting
Casteel reading the devotion was the surprise baby shower
"on "Using Each' Day." given In honor oT Bonicha
Iris Castel presented the Williams.
lesson on "Mini Vacations." Refreshments were served
She conducted a quiz on by Mrs. Grogan who later
Kentucky at the close of her showed her new home, to her
discussion. guests.
Reports were given by the The next meeting is
secretary and- thirteen scheduled for Tuesday, Feb.
merribers- hliswered Mt' Mr.-14,1ft imettlrratiTheharaellf





Thp Baptist Women of
the Elm Grove Baptist Church
held their regular meeting. on
_ Tueedat_Jaa. 10._at_110
In .the home of Bobbie
Burkeen, president, who
presided with the minutes
being read by Juanita Lee and
the treasurer's report given
by Letha Cosney.
Lavine Carter was in charge
of the program entitled"North
Central Calling." Those
assisting ' her were Mrs.
Burkeen, Tennessee Outland,
and Jimmie Lee Carmichael.
The-call-ta__prayer and
scripture from John 12:26-36
was June Crider who led in
prayer for the missionaries
having birthdays on that day.
During the social hour Mrs.
Burkeen served refreshments.
The next meeting will be
held on Tuesday, Feb. 14, at
ten a. m. at the chruch. A sack
lunch will be at noon and gifts








Golden Age Club has can-
celled its meeting this Month
due to the illness of several
members and to the weather
conditions.
Recital by Susan Piper,
LaCenter, will be held at
seven p,m. at the Recital Hall




Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet at the lodge
hall at seven p.m.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m
Sundity„febuary 5
Recital by Julie .Skaggs,
Owensboro', clarinet, will be
held at two p. m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Price-Doyle Fine
Arta Center, Pertly State -• served oath corned, beeLialL-Unliierinly.
Jamie Washer called to tell
me that the flag I saw flying in
the new municipal park last
fall was given by the Wood-
man of the Wortd-
organization. Now I would like
to know who is responsible for
raising and toweling the flag.
daughtera Mr_ and Mrs. Mac
Wilford of Mayfield Route Six,
and Gary Page. Son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald E. Page of
Murray, have completed their
wedding plans.
The ceremony will take,
place on Saturday, Feb. 4, at
seven p.m. at the Northside
Church of Christ, Mayfield,
with- Bro. John Hoover of-
ficiating. •
Miss Wilford has chosen
Mrs. Robert Kemp as her
matron of honor and Miss
Valeria Bennett as
bridesmaid.
Michael Orton will be best
man for Mr. Page. Groom-
sman will be Donald T. Page,
brother of the groom-elect.
Ushers will he David Wilford,
brother of the bride-elect, and
Michael Potter, nephew of the
groom-elect.
#The guest register Will be
kept by Miss Tammy Garland,
the bride-elect's cousin.
A reception wit be held at
the Productitrn Credit
Association Building on East
Broadway, Mayfield, im-
mediately following the
ceremony. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend
the wedding and the reception.
WASHING MACHINE
It makes economic sense,
when buying a washing
machine, to consider the total
amount of water and the
amount of hot water used by
different models. The figure
varies, and with today's
special water and energy








We are not creatures of instinct and irrestible forces.
We are "the oft-spring_ otried!HViele 17:291 We-Min
reiSon, decide, choolfe, 'change, an& re-orient our-
selves. If life is a "drag" for you it is because you have
put "weights:' on your Mind and spirit!
Where we are today is exactly where we decided we
to be. We alone are responsible far theeheiees
we make. One of the most useless expenditures of our
time, energy, tongue, and mind is to spend it
'bemoaning our state in life and trying to blame
someone else for it!
It is a healthy planfix living that God gives when He
as: "Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and
clamor, and evil speaking, be put away from you, with
all malice:  and be /a kind one to. another, tender-
heartellgiving---oile another, even as God_ for
Christ's sake bath forgiven you." (Ephesians 4:3l32)
It will help others and help you get along better with
others. But, more importantly, it will help you!
Today, • try to encourage someone else. Pick out
someone of whom you are not especially fond and ex;
tend some courtesy totim when Speak smilingly to a
stranger. Write a cheerful note to a friend. Take time
for a child. Please do, and see what happens to you!
lt's the greatest thinpin the world





Mrs. Dewey Bazzell opened
ber home for the Jan. 10th
meeting of the- Coldwater
Homemakers Club with ,the,.
president, Mrs. Dan Bazzell,
presiding, giving the devotion, -
and reading the landscape
notes.
The craft leader, Mrs. Noble
Fuqua, had a miniature
basket and place mat of pine
needles. The February lesson
will be a corchet casserole
holder, and anyone desiring to
make one should bring a size
G crochet hook and three
skeins of rug yarn. Thirty
Christmas beaded bells were
made with Arlene Adams
making the largest number.
Mrs. Freeland Youngblood
was shown the sperial crewel
embroidery stitches by,, the
hostess who had completed a
picture of the covered bridge.
Each member answered the
roll call by telling of the
changes she might make in
the coming year to improve
the club. Lagena Bazzell was
in charge of the recreational
period. Others present were
Esther Doores and Vivian
Adams.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Bazzell's two
daughters-in-law.
The next meeting scheduled
for Tuesday, Feb. 14, at one a.





A BETTER WAY -
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115 So. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
753-1763
Gently toss together. bite-
size chunks of crisp western
iceberg lettucet artichoke
hearts, sliced radishes and
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Your Individual
- Horoscope
  Frances tirakt; 
FOR SATUROAYJESIWARY 4.018.
What  kind _of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES ' 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
An analytic kook at your
position may indicate some new
avenue to pursue in -a tricky
domestic situation. In any
event, avoid anxiety.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21i /214(Y-1;
Unexpected complications
may call for a,,sudden..change u-
travel plans. Don't fret. Trip, as -
arranged, could have been
disappointing.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21) r
Careful analysis, good
Judgment and understanding of
the temperaments of associates
will be required to make this a
smooth-running day. Not too
difficult for the intuitive
Geminian!
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23i
Some new suggestions or
propositions may be offered.
Study each carefully and iteept
or reject on the basis of en-
during worth - not immediate
returns.
LEO .
(July 24 to Aug. 231,4
A few "_surprises" indicated
some which will please,
others which may not. Take all
In stride(' Things will work out
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r Aug. 24 to Sept. 72) IP%
Especially favored now.
teachers, students,
homemakers. A good day, too,
for those engaged in outdoor
pursuits.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Look for some changing
Situations. Be alert, ready to
take quick action, and be guided
by procedures which have
proved successful in the pa/.
SCORPIO -
24 to Nov. 221
Aspecta.fairly bright but
there may be hidden snags,
conditions with which to reckon
carefully. No jumping to con-
clusions! Hear others out fully.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) e(4-1'
Strategy and common sense
will be the biggest factors in
making a successful - day.




Dec. 23 to Jan. 20) w
Not a spectacular day, but
friendly for personal
development; also for ex-
perimenting, straightening out




Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ----A-7.A
Thy a strategy the worked in
-the past Oa. is- riot
producing. The right start and
"follow through" will keep yob'
master of all situations
PISCES ,
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
'Ms elcellent period for in-
ventions, new ideas, new
methods and means of ap-
proach. making adjustments
-and dealing in issues pertaining
to the future. -
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mind, great
versatility and an outgoing
personality. When halted by an
- obstacle...along your path, you
automatically circuit around
Tanother way. This is good, both
.for practice in agility and
because you often Find the best
route that lies hidden from
many. Getting along with co-
workers is easy for you. You are
intellectually inclined but can
be fun at social gatherings, too.
Hirthdate of,: George &elides,
Danish critic; Mark Hopkins,
educator; Charles A. Lind-
bergh, famed aviator (made
first transatlantic solo flight);
Ida Lupin°, film star., Alice.
Cooper, rock musician.




announces the relocation of the
Medical Office of
Dr. Richard M. Hutson
to 1532 lone Oak Road
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Dr. Hutson's Office is adjacent to Lourdes Hospital and
his telephone number is 442-0683.
4




Q: Mr_ H. V. in his ,50s,
writes that he had bursitis •
in one of his-ShoiltIders. -The -
pain was severe, and tJ —
Hus band Gives treatment by his physician
Too Much Silence -----,7Laditis' Events At
_
.'SSTAbigall-Van'Buren The ladies -thinceetivities;"
scheduled for Wednesday Feb.
8, at the Murray Country Club
have been cancelled for that
day, according to club
members. -
Mrs. Jerry Grogan,-
chairman of the luncheon
committee, said the luncheon
117111. C7.iicapo Tribune N mews Synn tnc
.. •
DEAR ABBY: I beg you to publish this because I want
to know if other readers have the same problem, and most
of all what they do about it.
My husband will _stop speaking to me for weeks at a
time, for no reason at all. Right now he's been silent for
three weeks, and it usually goes on for five. Otherwise he's
the_gteatest guy-ofi- . N perfect, but _ had been cancelled. Other
-.
located around joints to
. Thave a jot!, so I tare la/ iiiiYilirritliitilecer '-', host allow- one structure fore3SeS were mesdames' 
•takes me anyplace but- rm hip-PY it-home. - . - ' Joseph . Heiroat, ' Clyde 7 -"araPle a tendea3g-MaYHer suddenly tikes a Mind to clash up (about twice a Adkins, W. L Polly, Sammy freely over another one.
year) and it gets very lonely. My nerves almost go to Chrisman, Roy Starks and 
such as a bone. More bur-
pieces before he talks again. Daniel Rodden sae are located about theI think it's a childish habit his mother let him get away knee and shoulder jointsThe bridge olav at 9:30with when he was little. What do you think? Is there a has a. — - a- In' than elsewhere.also been cancelled. Misscure? A common cause of bur-
LONELY Louise Lamb and Mrs. John sitis is excessive use of the
Roach were the bridge muscles and joints; partic-
DEAR LONELY: I didn't need a cideulator to figure out hostesses. .. Warty motions that are
that your hu _ ruotaAkeetilent treatment for ten . repetitious Ad. outside aof,.
weeks out of .- aria airit lo inence--:ite is punishing Sitk-lela an- - - - - • - -thrtrgitarfailfWerfnotkin
You.4-hichis- cruel and abusive. If you Continue to put up For evening, a black silk Qf the joints. Gradual con-
. withlitia kind of treatment yotieri estring "for it. Insist that flounced skirt cat move '
he get .profesaional anuiseling. If he refuses, go alone, from a cocktail party to a ditionink by exercise will
.Abuse comes in • variety of forms. Silence can be as cruel ionnal affair easily. . often help to prevent a
aa-pisysieat.-aboiseAt's. iip...to_xnuto refnae_to._be on th.e
receiving end. .
brought relief in about two
weeks. He said that he did
not know Jbe_cuuse-. _
.-asits 'Am I
likely to have recurrent
attacks.' If so, how can I
prevent them- 1 .
A: Most of us do not
know that we have a bursa
until it becomes inflamed.
- DEAR ABBY: My roommate met a dude at a dance and
she really dug him. 1111 call him 'Worm.")
Worm gave my roommate a big rush, but she continued
dating others because she thinks the way to keep a guy
interested is to make him a little jealous. Warn also dates
more than one girl at a time far the same reason.
One night when my -roommate was busy, Worm asked
me out and I went. He then asked me for another date,
which! iicceptefftlitimee-orthistime 1 werAeginiting to
. . .
Then Worm dated my roommate again? I IMO-sr she. likes
, him, but so do
My question: Do you think Worm is dating-- ray
roommate again to make me jealous? Or is he dating ME to
make her jealous?
And should I date him again if he asks me?
AIRES
. DEAR AIRES: Don't date a guy if you aniipecrise
using you to make another girl jealous. And a girl who
really digs a dude but dates others just to make HIM
jealous is a bit of a worm herself Ian angle 'violin.
- • .
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for advising parents to believe
their children to be innocent until proven guilty. I wish I
had read that years...ago- - _
When my sons were younger they were accused by a
neighbor of a serious misdeed. Although my sons denied it
up and down, this neighbor was sure, so I punished the
boys severely by not allowing them to go to the country fair.
This meant a great deal to them, since we were financially
unable to offer them much else in the way  of
entertainment.
About. a week after the fair:this neighbor called to say
that he was "soltry"-he had made a mistake, and my boys
were not the guilty parties.
It was too late to take my 4heartbroken boys to the fair.
but you can bet, Abbyeever since that time I have believed
them to be innocent until proven guilty. And I've never
regretted it, either.
Who said the teen ye,a,rs are_thfteplieet? ,For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Wiaf to Know," write
Abby: 132 Lasky•Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
el and a long, stamped i24 rental, self-addressed envelope,
please.
`Mini Vacations' Is Lesson Given
.By Mrs. Burnham, Montgomery Home
The home of Miss Mary
Montgomery was the scene of
the meeting of the New
Concord Homemakers Club
held on Wednesday, Jan. 11, at
one p.m. with the president,
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
presiding.
"Mini Vacations" was the
lesson presented by Mrs.




to thank our many friends and
customers for our past suc-
cesses, we are now serving our
traditional Italian pastries to all.
CA SA-MIA
Western Kentucky'conly authentic Italian restaurant
HWY-45, Hickory, KY Telephone a47r3675
......*A11 -
the recent trend in vacations
without outrageous expense Is
the mini vacation. The key to
this is planning, and taking
advantage of places of interest
in your vicinity. While visiting
these local places a person
gains a sense of appreciation
for the surroundings, Mrs.
Burnham said. She also gave am.,
few examples of places to go.
Mrs. Ed Davis read the
scripture from Psalms 118:24
and led the group in repeating
The Lord's Prayer. Mrs. Effie
Edwards gave the secretary's
report with each member
present naming one thing she
would like to improve in
herself this year.
The hostess, Miss Mon-
tgomery, assisted by Mrs.
Darrell Mitchell, served
refreshments buffet style to
the twelve members and two
little visitors, Dara Mitchell
and Paige Patterson.
The next meeting is
scheduled for Wednesday.
Feb. 8, at one p.m. in the home
of Mrs. Ed Davis.
LEMON BOY
Patrick Byron is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. San)
Lemon of Route Too.
Puryear Tn., for their baby
boy, weighing seven pounds
six ounces, born on Wed-
nesday, Jan., 25, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the .
'former Trarrtgtr.---
Ttie 1 nTta mann n-7---ait en
causes pain tharii séveré
.ehough to require -the dr:
tention of a physician. Sur-
sitis has different names
depending on the affected
area, such as "house-
maid's knee" or "police-
man's heel."
A bursa is a lubricating
sac. Most of them are
bursitis following such re-
petitious use. Unusual
pressure or strain at. the
bursa site may also cause
it to become inflamed.
Treatment of bursitis
has become more effective
in, recent years, often al-
lowing complete recovery
and return of normal func-
lion to the affected area.
SyS t chile attar.' - in
The forrir ot -aspirin-andr
cortisone-type' drugs ' will
lessen the ifillammatory
reaction and the amount of
fluid that is in the inflamed
bursa! sae:
Another effective treat-
rnent is aspiration' of the
excessive fluid, usually
straw. colored, and the in- ,
jection of. .h.y.tittidortigunt
It also lessens inflamma-
tory reaction and promotes
Local heat or- cold over
the tender area may prove
helpful. Resting the joint
--until the inflammation- be--
sultis-Rfrfg-gritrcert--------
5rrunendia. -
- While barsitis will tend
to recur if the cause is
repeated-. normal function
of the bursa can be ex-
pected without recurrence
if the cause is not repeated.
New In your
hood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you In Murray have







Our stores and warehouses have been
closed due to the extreme weather
conditions. They are bulging at the
seams with merchandise that should
have been sold. We must sacrifice our
entire Fall-Winter inventory. Behr's is
now having it's biggest sale yet at:
40% to 70% off!
Don't miss these fabulous 'buys. Mer-
chandise will be arriving daily as the
weather permits.
4







SIC ce or s
citizens. Its purpose is to answer'
questions and solve problems-fast. U
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE. 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 4538i. You will
receive a prompt reply. but y ou must
Include a stamped. sell-addressed
envelope: The most useful replies will




named Representative Efiyee-Tor - •
aunt's Social Security benefits. Can you
tell me what my dnties—arl—aiii--e=
Representative Payee? B. K. -
A. Your job is to use the Social
Security benefits in the beneficiary's
best interest. To do this you must keep
yourself informed of what the
beneficiary neei:Ls. This is particularly
important when the beneficiary does
not live in your home. You must also
.report for the beneficiary )
events which can affect the payment of
his social security benefits and, upon
request, you must be able to account for
what you did with the social security
benefits paid to you on behalf of the
- _beneficiary.
HEARTLINE; I recently had an
Insurance agent in my home trying to
aelestne some insurance. He, salthat
rionariCelable and
renewable. What does this
mean in an insurance policy? R. F.
A. This clause means that tne policy
must be renewed by the company and
the premium cannot be
These guarantees usually apply only to
DiSability Income Insurance and up to
a specified age, such as 65 or 70.
Understandably, this insurance carries
the highest premiums of any insurance.
--I Naturally, you, as the policyholder,
may terminate your insurance at any
*time.
For those people who are needing to
.a - health inSuralleSPOOttilieot-___
nriderstand , what Inn:, are buying, _
uHeartline's :Guide to 'Ifiealth
Insurance" has been developed to help
the consumer better understand their
insurance policies. It covers many of
the .ambiguous clauses in insurance ,
policies, the basic coverage a policy
should contain, and a policy checklistao
you can find out the exact. coverage
your policy has. This book can be ob-
tained by sending $1.50 to Heartline's
. Guide to Health Insurance, P. 0. Box
11934. Chicago, Minois, 60611. This book
• la completely guaranteed and ifyon_a_re
not satisfied your money will be
refunded. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: Can you give me any
Sunday School
II I
rather than purchasing it' I heard that
there was a new taw recently passed
concerning this. R. S.
A...Leasing is ,beconitrig. .1i popular
alternative to buying on credit. If you
need a particular item for a lunged
period oftime, or the item is one that
may be quickly outdated, you may want
to consider leasing. The disclosure
required by the Consumer Leasing Act
, will help- you make z-dectsion
• whether to lease or buy and Where t0.. -
lease.!
The Act, which amends the  Truth-
in Lending Act and Regulation Z, went
into effect March 23, 1977. It applies
only to lease agreements for personal
property, where the leasing period is
four months or longer .and the total
rental fee LS less than $25,000. Real
Estate is not covered under this law.
Also not included are leases • to
.government agencies or to individuals
for buiiness purposes. - •
Comparison shopping is made easy
because the law requires the owner of
the property to provide a dated, written
statement of the cost, and the rights
and obligations of all parties, before the
lease is signed. This statement must
include.:.
—41 brief description of the leased
• - •
- —The, amount of any payment
its:mired at the beginning of the lease.
—The amount you must pay for
license, registration, certificate of title,
or taxes.
amcnirit and -description of any
charges not included iir-the periodic
payment.
—The amount, or method for
dstermining the amount, -of charges
due,at the end of the lease.
-L-Whether or not 6u iiive the ocRion
to buy the leased item arid the terms.-
-Information on warranties and who
is responsible for paying premitiMs.
- —The number, -amoiJits, trite
401.es -of payrugnis and total„arraikrit of
allphyments.
—The conditions under which the
lease can be ended before the time is
up, including the method for
calculating fees for' late payments,
failure to pay, or early termination of
the lease.
-The AA, also contains specific,
requirements for any 'advertisements
which mention consumer leases.
The Consumer Leasing Act is en-,
forced by several Federal agencies_
For more information, or to find out the
--enforcing agency for. yoyr partictilar
transaction, contact the Division -of*C
onsumer Affairs, Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System,
Washington. D. C. 20551.
Eta,rt.q..m e-or5regIne.1 preen., r.,5-Lesson
Rs II.( .1
the I mintTn %ern., and u,e.9 prrrriv.,i,r
d'iuriitter or
God's Action In History
According to Psalm 105, the mere .
remembrance of the past, during which
God had lavished His love upon His
people, demonstrated His goodness and
graciousness to them and His mercy
upon them, constituted a challenge and
a summons to thanksgiving and praise.
Psalm 105:1-11
_ The Psalmist called upon his people
to rejoice in, praise, worship, and
glorify God Who had so marvelously
directed and blessed their nation. He
urged the recipients of the divine mercy
and blessings to "give thanks unto the
Lord" for His numerous, gracious, and
mighty deeds, to "call upon his name"
in earnest prayer, and to proclaim "his
deeds among the people.- They were
called to make known God's message
of the earth would be blessed. To Isaac
and to Jacob this covenant was'
renewed and confirmed. It is so en-
couraging and strengthening to know
that God has never broken a covenant,
and that He never will do so. In the
covenant which God made with
Abraham Israel held the deed to
Canaan.
Psalm 105:43-45
Instead of mentioning the
weaknesses of the people, which were
so numerous and so obvious, the
Psalmist portrayed the faithfulness of
God. It was far better to magnify the
goodness of God than it would have
been to have stressed the faithlessness
of the people. God's faithfulness to the
Israelites should have served as an
incentive to their obedience to Him.
through singing and speaking. Instead The God, Who deliiTered the Israelites
of claiming-- credit or boasting -of such a remarkable manner, is vitally
achievements, they were admonished concerned about our daily needs, and
continues to supply them. In grace and
love God gives us glorious privileges
and tremendous responsibilities, and
then imparts to us the strength which
we need for making the most of them.
God cared for His people and brought
them safely into the place where He
wanted them in order that through
them He might show to those of other
nations what He could and would do
with those who were yielded and
obedient to Him. God wants all whom
He delivers, protects, sustains, and
directs to let Him exhibit what He can
People of His own choosing. He chose accomplish for others through them. In
them- to be the channel through sellich, - • viele of poet's care for us, as demon-
His blessings might flow to all grated by the multiplicity of His daily
mankind. God blessed them in a _ blessings upon us, it is incumbent upon
remarkable way in order that through us that we praise Him for115--redem-
' them He might bless the various other
peoples. The fact that God chose the
Israelites as a channel of blessing was
not due to any merits of their own, but
entirely to His own marvelous grace.
Neither is our salvation due to any
merits of our own, but it is the result of
His matchless grace.
The Psalmist counted it a glorious
privilege to bear testimony to the faith-
fulness of God in keeping His covenant
with Abraham, his descendants, and
the Israelites. In His covenant with
Abraham, God assured him that He
would be his God, that He would bless
him, and that through the Messiah. Who
would descend from him, all the nations
to glory in the Lord and to praise Him
for what He had done in and through
them. In his effort to get the people to
trust God more completely as they
faced-the unknown future, the Psalmist
reminded his readers of their obligation
to recall with gratitude and praise the
divine wonders which had been- per-
formed in their behalf.
Speaking of God in a national and
possessive setise, the Psalmist
remarked, "He is the Lord our God."
Jehoo5h stood in a jpeculiar-relationship
to the Israelites because they were the
ption of us, and His deliverance of us
from the bondage of sin into His
rnaryelous light, life, liberty, and love.
Let us heed the timely admonition of
the Psalmist: "Praise ye the Lord."
Bible Thought
See that ye refuse not him that
speaketh. For if they escaped not who
refused him that spake on earth, much
.more shall not we escape, if we turn
away from him that speaketh from
heaven. Hebrews 12.25 •
No higher iudicial can ..st a0e the
verdect- of Him who. said '409- -eau





Cook, Sew; Se me, yoN
InsicleXtePort
Off to a flying start
llsosland k. am. and Rolticrt N mak
v•ee
Big Jim's Chances
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — During his
first year of elective office, Gov. James
g. Thompion of TtlinOis has Passed one
test of a viabje presidential candidate
opposing Jimmy Carter but is in danger
of flunking a second test that has long
co-tifotinded Replialican moderate‘-_-
'There had. been doubts -tow
Republican ThomPson, who as the U. S;
Attorney in Chicago specialized in
putting crooked Democratic politicians
in federal prison, would get on with a
Democratic legislature. In fact, he has
proved adroit at negotiation and
compromise — skills that in a
presidential campaign would be offered
in vivid contrast to President Carter's
problems with Congress.
But negotiation and compromise
have. not :econciled either the
Reaganite right or the old guard
regulars ...of the -Illinois Republican
party. Theirri—pionratticitittiservatisin—
and anti-crime program do not con-
vince conservative Republicans in the
legislature. "Believe me, Thompson's a
lot more liberal than he seems to be,"
says one such legislator, determined to
fight Thompson-for-President in 1980.
That suggests a formidable problem
of enemies within his home state. But in
a broader sense, Big Jim .Thompson
confronts the same puzzle faced but
never solved by Nelson Rockefeller
during two decades of trying: how to
pacify the Republican righ sufficiently
to get a crack at wooing Democrats in a
presidential election.
So far, at least, Thompson does not
share Rockefeller's reputation as a
free-spending high priest of big
government. "We have had too many
unrealistically high expectations about
what government can do," Thompson
told us. That sounds a lot like Gov.
Jerry Brown of California and a little
like Jimmy Carter. But unlike both of
them, Thompson avoids confrontation
with the establishment — especially
legislators. Instead, he seeks ac-
commodation.
Chiefly, there has been the grand
compromise between Thompson and
the Chicago Democratic organization.
In return for backing a cut-down ver-
sion of the late Richard J. Daley's long-
frustrated Chicago .crosstown ex-
pressway, Thompson received
Democratic help for his balanced
budget. That followed four years of
unrelenting struggle between the
legislature and maverick Democratic
Gov. Dan Walker.
The contrast between Springfield and
Washington is not ignored by Thom-
pson. He criticizes Mr. Carter for not
using his State of the'Union message to
offer real compromises on energy that
would pass a bill without further ordeal.
Big Jim is saying, in effect, that's the
way I would do it. Within a few weeks of
being elected governor, Thompson on
trips to Washington was making friends
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with congressional' Democratic
leaders.
He alSo has- been making friends in
Springfield, radically changing the
-clirti.4te here following the haughty,
,fierce-eyed .Walker. "I personally like
. _the guy a lot," says one of Thompson's
most severe Republican critics._ "
- Easily recogilized at 6-foot-6,
Thompson practices the non-imperial
governorship. One day last week,
irritated by a critical editorial in a
downstate newspaper, he wandered up
to the pressroom for a late afternoon
shot of bourbon.
The next day, Thompson spent two
hours eating lunch with state gover-
nment public information officers.
“Gott.- Walker was unapproachable;
he would never go to a lunch like this,
said one official, a Walker patronage
employee kept on by Thompson. But
• -breaking of Illinois's partisan
tradition is not universally applauded.
County chairmen complain that non-
Republicans get the patronage while
their telephone calls go unreturned „
Simultaneously, Reaganites grumble
about Thompson's vetoes of pro-laetrile
and anti-abortion bills and support for
the women's equal rights amendment
(ERA). Both groups protest that -whiz
kids" run the state.
So, a combination of ideology and old-
1
fashioned politics brings together issue-
oriented conservatives who supported
RonaldReagan and patronage-oriented
old-guardsmen who supported Gerald
ford into an anti-Thompson coalition.
These groups are backing an anti-
Thdrrrpson candidate for state comp-
troller . in the'Republican primary,
March 21 as a preview of what may
await the governor in the presidential
primary' two years hence. „
Thompson's response to these
Republicans is to stress his tough
program establishing -class X" violent
crimes legislation and his balanced
budget, called "our greatest
achievement" in a speech last week to
the Evanston Chamber of Commerce.
Thompson declared to them .. that
-"every time A government' -OMR/
starts using words like. 'bold' or
Arriaginative‘7 _thea s, txpayer- . reach -f or
their wallets to see if they-'re still here."
The cheer from the Evanston
businessmen foretold future use of that
applause line.
That cheer truly points to Thomp-
son's main chance of overcoming his
enemies within. Nelson Rockefeller
never was able to convince Republicans
that he worried about anybody's wallet.
If Thompson does, grumbling at home
about abortion, laetrile, ERA and even
patronage may be kept under control.
Name This Column
• By LOWELL ATCHLEY
You won't become famous. You can't
win valuable prizes. And there's no
reason to believe you'll be an all-around
nice guy or gal if you can come up with
a catchy title for my column: •
I'm not asking for anything
elaborate. A couple of words will do.
But it has to fit what I write.
What kind of column is it, you ask? It
is obviously not a cooking column
because my first sentence would have
been -Name this casserole.- It is not a
column on stamp collecting because
stamps are too high nowadays . to
collect. Nor will I be discussing the
latest developments in macro-
economics because I know little about
economics and I don't know the
meaning of macro.
What kind of silly column is it, you
ask a,gain, slamming your fist on the
table?' Each week I'll take a look at
local, state and national issues wit_11.a
slightly crossed eye. Once in a while my
tongue will be in my cheek and most
times my foot will be in my moutlf.
One week I took the Weatherman to
task for becoming too acrnrate. (Say
you didn't read that one? Go and dig
through your magazine rack and find
the paper. It came out Friday, Jan. 20.
In coming weeks talk about state
and national figures, the current
trendlk-ere —H are a couple of excerpts from
Future columns to whet your interest:
Johnny runs into the kitchen and
finds a hand full of letters on the table.
He begins openinebne ofetbe letters, an
8x 10 white, legal-looking document.
-Look, daddy, it says 1040," he says,
waving the paper in the air. The dog
spots the title on the paper and im-
mediately lapses into a mad frenzy,
• slobbering at the mouth...
RAnosdaalyn not!her 
Rosalyn! Git in here an
stoke the far. It aiut ablazin'llik it outs.
Now I obit gonna holler *gin. Git on in
• here!"
_leg& '..of .uje folks at the office hoot,
suggested a few column titles:
-Lowell's Lament," "Atchley's
Amblings." "From Where I Sit." Some
of the other titles they came up with
should not be printed in a family
newspaper. Thus I am asking for
suggestions from readers.
If your title is picked as the lucky one
by a selection committee, your name
will be played up prominently' in a
future column.
And, in addition to the notoriety, you
will win an all expenses paid, one-way
trip to Almo, Kentucky, in a 1972
Volkswagen. _
Here's how to submit . your entry:
Simply mail it in, addressed to this
newspaper, call on the telephone or




train were derailed last Might about 7:15
Eleven cars cif the I- & N. Railroad
our fourth mile-south of Highway 121,
New Concord Road. No one Was injured
in the accident. .
Deaths reported include Mrs. H. R.
I Mae) Towery: _ _ _
Staff Sgt Thomas-L. James, son of
Mr. and Mrs, Grover W. James, is on ,
- duly at Tindall Air Force Base,
Panama Cityi
Alpha Delta Pi social sorority will
install its 118th chapter, .Epsilon
-- Om ic roini---onr--thr--lifurray State
UniversilycampusiOday in ceremonies '
at the First Presbyterian Church. A
banquet will follOW tie Murray
Womaih's Club House.
In high school basketball Murray •
High beat Sedalia and Caldwell County
beat Calloway High. High scorers were
Gish for Murray High, Henson for
Sedalia, Morrison for Caldwell, and
Key for Calloway.
1, After my column "What A Dream"
on a nightmarish arrest for driving on
icy roads came out last week, James
Herndon of Tell City, Ind., called.
"Are you the one who wrote the
story'?" he asked.
"Ya." I replied.
-That really happened to m&" he
exciaimed.
What Herndon figured to be an over-
eager young Kentucky State Policeman
stopped him on 1-65 in Hart County
' during one of those nasty snowy days
last week.
Herndon said he first refused to stop
and pull off the highway when another
policeman said to. He said he kept
going because he knew non-trucking
traffic wasn't being ordered off the
highways.
- He told of how a state policeman
chased him and his brother dovrn, and,
get this, ordered him out of the car at
gunpoint. Herndon, who says he plans
to become a Kentuckian if he can find
work down here, gat a ticket.
Ironically, Herndon said, the
policeman di-opped his pistol, (OTC
first, into the snow, during the con-
frontation. . '
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-20 Years Ago
A cleanup garkge, owned -by Hugo
Wilson Motor Sales, burned early
yesterday morning, according to Fire
Chief Fla vil Robertson. The garage was
at Second and Main Streets. -
Frankie Erwin, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Stark Erwin, senior at Murray
thgh chool, won the Go.2d Citizenship
Essafaward, sponsored by the Captain _
Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters •
of the American Revolution. Other
schools represented were Janice Bncy
of Hazel, Gail William of New Concord,
Wanda Taylor -of -Alino,wid Phyllis. -_
Adams of Kirksey._ • _
Deaths reported include T. A. Key,
age 48.
The New Concord High School
Redbirds beat the Kirksey High Eagles
to take the championship of the
Calloway County Basketball Tour-
nament. Almo beat Murray Training in
the consolation game. Gene Rowland
got 20 for New Concord and Reeder got --
15 tor Kirksey, • 7-
Cub -Sc-outi-R-aok-45--hald its
Pinewood Derby at Austin School with
Den I, Mrs. J. W. Young, den mother,
as winner. Members competing were
Jimmy Nichols, John Mitchell, Scott
Diuguid, Eddie Young, Burton Young,
Joe Ward, and Ralph Jones.
30 Years. Ago
R. M. Lamb, E. B. Howton, M.. 0.
-Wrather, Preston Ordway, Leonarh-
Vaughn, Dewey Ragsdale, T. C. Collie,
Max Hurt, T. Sledd, George Hart, C. 0.
Ronduterft-,- •Pretitite- Lassiter, Nat
Ryan Hughes, and Bryan Tolley are
captains of the teams to solicit funds for
the 1948 Boy Scout Drive.
Figures released by Murray Fire
Chief William Spencer show that the
fire department received a total of 12
calls in January, a new record for the
month. Cecil Outland is a new employee
of the department.
In high school basketball games
Farmington beat Kirksey and Brewers
beat Metropolis, Ill. High scorers were
Cox with 10 for Farmington, Hargrove
-and Adams with 11 each for Kirksey, V.
Mathis with 17 for Brewers, and Taylor
with 18 for Metropolis. -
"Singapore- starring Fred
McMurray and Ave Gardner is showing
at the Varsity Theatre,
Today In History
By The Associated Press
-Today is Friday, Feb. 3, the 34th day
of 1978. There are 331 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, the United States
broke diplomatic relations with Ger-
many after the Germans announced a
policy of unrestricted submarine
warfare in World War I.
On this date:
In 1809, the Territory of Illinois was
created.
In 1894, the first steel sailing ship, the
Dingo, was launched at Bath, Maine.
In 1913, the 16th Amendment to the
Constitution wa'S -ratified, providing a
federal income tax.
In 1924, former Presidetn Woodrow
Wilson died at his home in Washington.
In 1945, American forces recaptured
Manila from the Japanese.
In" 1966, an unmanned Soviet
Spacedraft became the first man-made
object to make a soft non-crash landing
on the moon and send back signals.
Ten years ago: Thirty-five people,
including former Communist Party
Secretary Anibal Escalante, - were
convicted and sentenced to jail in Cilba
on, charge of anti-revolutionary ac-
tivity.
Five years ago: Fighting came to a
virtual halt in South Vietnam, one week
after a formal cease-fire went into
effect.
One year ago: Ethiopia's chief of
state, Gen. Tafari Banti, was killed in a
gun battle that broke out around the
Addis Ababa headquarters of the
country's feuding military leaders.
Today's birthdays: Writer James
Michener is 71 years old. Artist Norman
Rockwell is 84L
Thought for today: there is no greater
folly in the world than for a man to
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..- HOUSE BOAT RENTALS
Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
"It's Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Oar aoheioes kirf mid Nom Sandwiches








641 North - 753-2654
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Air Cwaihtiiiein8 Fleeing; ( owwwwtisi Ref ripersitiew
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut *. Phone 753-8181
Tiny Tot
Day Care
Infants To 5 Year,
Kent ocky Licensed




Worship Service 11 -008 in
Evening Worship 6 30 pin..
EIAMANULL141111141f
Morning Worship 11 00 a .m















Morning Worship 11 00 am.
Evening Worship 7 30 p.m.
POPLAR SPRINGS
Morning Worship 11 . 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 - 30 p.m.
GIGO BAPTIST
Sunday School 9.45 am.
Morning worship 10 45 a .m.
,Oinging,Evenimg Wore 5:30, 6:00
K000 RIVER




Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50 a .rm
Evening Worship 6.00 p.m.




















Evening Worship 5:30 p.m. & 6:00p.m
MOUNT NOREI FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School - 9:arum
Worship 11 :00 a.m.






Evening service 6:00 pm.
COLD WATER
Morning Services 11.00 a-.m.
FAITlIsarna
Morning Worship : 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
LOCLISTINIOW
Morning Worship 11:10 am.
Evening Worship
OIESTNUT STREET GENERAL 
Sunday School lo co-ern.•
Morning Worship 11 -00 a.m.
EMITTER MISSIONARY urrisr
Sunday School 10 • 00 a.m.'
Preaching 1100am 56 00 p.m.
Wednesday rught 7,00 p.m.
SPRING CRIER
BAPTIST CHURCH . .. -
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 1045 am
Sunday School 930a.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Service 7:00 p.m.




Sunday School 10 a .m
Preaching Service 11 a .m
Nightly Service 6 p m.
EASTWOOD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School 10-00a m
Morning Worship -
Evening Worship 6 00 pm
Wednesday Evening
FIRST ClIRWTIAN
Worship Services 10 4.5a m.. 7-00p.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 1030a.m.
Bible School 9: 30 a.m.
Evening Service 600 p.m.
Mita OF JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunda,: School 10.45 a m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH




Farmer Ave and 17th St., Murray, Ky,
Sundays 11:00 a.m. Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 8 p.m.
JENOVAN S VIMIESSES
Watchtower 10:30a m.
Bible Lecture . .910 a.m.
WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
Worship Services 11.00 a.m., 7:00 p.m.
ST. ANN'S EPISCOPAL






Sabbath School Sat. 10:30 a.m.
Worship Service Sat. 9:15 a.m.
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
The &do has orlon been called en restos* book ever emtlen and
Nine, is a too& ol many parts-01 MAY* wow, of unsurpassed
beauty, a Motet) ol • people and rsonderltille 'MI and ontertureng Mot
roe Abe. ad the Bide rs • hook of NM* 1611111111112 that agree ad a basis
Sw gm Aano-CArittan rsiigionj, 1.--
,tuurrOsOntoure-
. The Old Testament through Moses and the Ton Commandments sets
doom Me boar hers Mai WO must obey In order to bee os harmony tntri
as. another The New Testament goes beyond the Ian, 1101141VOI Through
the teachings 01 .4‘441 Christ, se learn the ore must obey the Ten Corn
mandments but ho asked rnore of us .than Poo He asissal that re lore one
another non as God Ilas Sowed us Said your Sloe dub there you rib
Maidi. assomus to many of your questions.
on.. • •.••••••• •141••••• ••••••••
••••1.111••••••••••••• 41.110m
-61•60060•••.••••••41•0111•-•















Bible Study 10 si.m.












Morning Beni c_e 10.50 sin
Evening Warship 1,00 p.m
• PLEASANT VALLEY .
Morning Worship 11,00 a .m
Evening Wit-Ship 600 p.m
'MCOND STREET
Morning Worship 10:45a m
Evening Worship 6.00 p rn
FRIENEESNIP
Sunday School 1000 a m








Morning Warship 10 50 a Tr
Evening Worship 600 pm
RIRKSET CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Sunday School 10. 00 a m
Morning Worship 1O -50u M
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m. (Sunda, &
Wednesdays










Sunday School 9-45 a m
Morning Worship 1045a .m
N.Y. P.S. Worship 5;15pm
Evening Worship - ' . 600 p m
Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 11'00 a .m .






&Wet Sch°°I 10-00 a.m
Womble Service 11 Nam
Nom PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9.45 a.m
Worship Sennce 11:00a.m
OAR GROVE
Sunday School 10:00 a .m
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m
Evening Worship 7:00p.m
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Church School 9 30 a .m
Worship Service 10 45 a m
ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship II On a rn
Evening Worship 7.30 p m
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship Services 11 00 a.m., 7.00 p.m_
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10 00 a m





Sunday Evening 7:00 p.m
Thurs. Nile 710p.m.
UNITED, 310 1RYAN AVE.







Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 710p.m.
Ili11747







Worship Service 11 am 1st Sunday,
1000 a .m 1rd Sunday, Sunday School




 WOO a . m




-Worship Service -- • 30 alit. • •
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School 10.00 a m
Morning Worship 11'00 a m
RINGO UNITED
Sunday School -• 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 11:00 a m-
Evening Worship 7.00p.m
CIXDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 a m 1s1 & 2nd
Sunday., 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4313. Sunday
School 1000 a.m. 1st & Ind Sunday. 11 00
.a.m. 3rd & 4th Sunday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10.00a m.
Sunday School 11:00a m
FIRST MONODIST
Worship 13 458,10 50a m
RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 1000 a m
Morning Worship 11' 00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Morning Worship Service 11 00a.m
Sunday School
spud' MONODIST
Morning Worship Services 9: 10 am
Sunday School 10:40a in
Evening services: 1st:, 3rd. & 5th Sun:
days Preaching Service 630 p.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00 a m.
DILIMR-NARDIN UNITED
Worship Service 10'00 a m
ls-t & 2nd Sundays 11 00a.m
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. HEBRON
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st Sunday &
11:00 a.m. 3rd Sunday, Sunday School
11:00 a m. 1st Sunday- 10:00 a.m 2nd.
3rd, &41h Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday •
11:00 a m 4th Sunday. Sunday School




Morning Sle 10 45 a m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
1st & 3rdSunday 9 30 a in
Evening 7 00 p m
2nd & 4044Sunday.. • 11.00 a m
No Evening Worship
sawn UNITED
1st & 3rd Sunday 11 nO a m
2nd & 4th Sunday 9 30-a m
Evening 606prn
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School • 9.45 a mMorning Worship 10. 45 a inEvening 7 . 00 p m
STOREY'S CRAPE!. UNITED
SundaY School - 10.00 a _in
Mornino Worship 11 00 a m
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Servile. Grams, Collewiry, Marshal, Carlisle Coonhes aK ya.
Nary Co., Tem. ,
7534351 or 247-4350
Big.John's
Home of Quality, Economy




Service 8 Sales Parts
Hwy 94 Fast 




Flowers For All Occasions
Funeral Arrangement& -.Haute RiOnts.,
506 N. 4th 7 753-3151 - 7634.44
ChickenYizza-Spaghetti
Lunches -Steaks-Sandwiches_
1206 Chestnut St. •
Old Carriage House
OPOI MOV16.1hum./ iM.4 pm.
M.-24-Rears - S. 1....4 sm.
theedieedey
301N. lath - 753.0303
amity Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Larry Hale
tOT
Cunningham Auto Repair
& Motor Sales, Inc.
-Your Superior Muffler




Buy Trade Sell Used Appliances





Specializing in Catfish Dinners -
We CaJer To Parties
Hazel, Ky. 492-978S
n-Produds -
awn & Garden Center
Murray
Building Blocks & Beady Mix Concrete
, Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Se, r nig Form taslbe, Since 1936
Indastrial Rd
641 Super Shell
Free Pitkup & Delivery
Open 6 30 • in Close lOOpt,
Sund.yOpe'nI -OOsn. C lose 10 00 p
Sant% 1Ttli Phone 713 9131
v. • "A "—V."—,
rev
and Chimes are entered and
will all run 000's, hoping to
qualify for the nationals.
Absent from the meet will
be sophomore star Dave
Warren who left early today
for New York City and
Madison Square Garden
where he sill participate.ini
the Olympic Invitational Meet
Saturday evening. -
Warren, among the best in
the nation, will compete in the
800-meter run. -
The meet will be televised
from 10:30 p. m. until--mid-
night Saturday-on NBC.
•
Aftef "being intivied Chrisa—fuli Ind eluiefiinian" winning in the meet-will be in
their debut last weekend, the are the entries in the 600. the two-mile relay where
-MurraYState University trait* ',Freshman Antiguan Everton O'Meally; Brewer; Rafferty
team will open their season Cornelius is entered in the 60-
tonight when they take part in Yard dash. - •
the Indiana Relays. , Murray will have freshman
The Racers, who hope to be ' standout Jerry Odlin entered
among the_ nation's ton 1D in the mile-run along with
teams in the NCAA Indoor Mitch Johnston while Brian
National Championships, Rutter will run in the three-
weren't-able to -particfpate in mile' race. The mile-relay
the Illinois Invitational last, team will consist of. Keity
weekend as the meet was O'Meally, Pat Chimes, Dave
- postponed ' Rafferty andthe anchor-leg is
Tonight's meet begins at 6p. undecided. ,
tn. with the time trials. 'The Two field event prelims are
-only final-will bkitt the three-Ar-aet- for tonight and -hfurrity's
• entrite Will be Axel•Leitiriayr
Marshall Crawley and Tom in the high jump along with
Mraceir ehtered in the Cornelius and Jett (Delman in
440-yard dash while Steve the long jump.
 -----M1-511111$70V501131-ev*.atsi
the exCeption of the three-mile FIGURE SKATING
ruñ,wllihavtIwlr1ina1rnund SIBASHOUR.G.,_-_rfance • —
Saturday. Also. Satiirday, DefPnding European
Ilnalswillbe-heldin the triple Pion Jan Holtman ot East'
jump, she(pM,Iwp-rnile relay Germany overcame a faulty,.
and twn.inde cum _ . landing on a triple to -
HiCkman-is- --entered-for- retaialds-sinillei-eroilin4t-tha--
Murray in the triple jump,
— Stan Simmons and freshman
Andy Vince in the shot put and
Brian Rutter along with





Hoffman, 22, executed- the
only triple Lutz of the evening




I GOT THE 'NOS S AND YOU GOT TN! SADDLE — Ricky
Garland of the takers annals* flee saddle for the rider, Tim
knight of Lowe:. Naturally, Knight we: celled for o foul on the
P4T. 
so
PAGI 6 NI MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Frisky, hammy 3, 1971
LOOK WHAT I FOUND — Daryl Bushrod is smiting and Glen Olive is diving as Lowe: let the ball
get away from them. The result was a fastbreak basket for Randy McCallon who has already
kicked out and left the picture.
(Span Koos by Mik s BraMos
- .
Murray State Track Team To











Sears Authorized letalltes cal fill every
comer of your Stk.
Installation Warranty-
' 'st‘o.10 workmanship prove
faulty ...Mtn one year of in-
staliabon Sears win, .upon
notice from you, taus* such
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SEARS. RDESUCI AND 0
6-5 Laker Senior Phenomonal In 62-59 Win
24 Points
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger& Times Sports Editor
Clayton Hargrove is getting
-ready-to raise-thopeiee-ef-his
socks. And if he  does _they
may have to raise the roofs of
all the gymnasiums arouqd
the First Region
It seems as if 6-5 Calloway
forgot to bring along his socks
to wear for Thursday night's
gable with Lowes. So
Hargom Just. happened to
have an extra pair, but instead
of giving the Botts to Bushrod,
Hargrove pate price on them.
"I was just joking with him
and told him the socks would
cost him 50 rebounds,"
Hargrove said following his
team's 62-59 win. I didn't think
he'd try to do it all in---one
night,' the Laker coach :141--
ded.
Bushrocrs bill- is now
marked paid in full He rrn 
through with 35 rebounds, just
two less than what the entire
Lowes' team managed.
"I remember James Wells
(former 6-9 center now at
Hawaii) had over 30 rebounds
on a couple of occasions but I
think this would-have- to be a
school record. He was just a
demon on the .boarcla. -And. he
•
McCallon Scores Clincher
played the entire game and
only-had two fouls.
"It's not going to be long
before they start picking the
All-Region Team and I don't
know if we'll have one player
make it or not. I feel like I
have four players who have
good shots at it but I will say
that if Daryl doesn't make it,
then it would certainly be a
shame," Hargrove added.
What made Bushrod's effort
even more impressive was the
fact Lowes was by no means a
rinky-dink team. They were a
big team with a 6-4, 6-3 and 6-3
front line and besides having
some height, they had a lot of
strength too.
To go along With their height
and strength, they -.hed one
other elementnecessarylord
team to be a winner: spunk.
Lowes simply did not 'give
up. When it appeared they
down and ready-for the count,
they pounced back up and the
Bluedevils almost Managed to
of an incredible comebackoR wREcKER sERvin._ pull th dwin.*as pip and tuck forw the
quarter
It 
the end of the second period,
the Laker, gegen running and
playing some of their finest
ball of the season.
Calloway had a 25-21 lead
then Bushrod upped the
margin to six with a short
jumper, made it eight with a
sensational tip of a fastbreak
bucket that was missed and
the halftime margin was 10 at
31-21 as Randay McCalion
scored the hairs final basket
on a breakaway. .
In the third pert jorthegame
actually becanie a bit
WHEN YOU NEED IT!
*41°4%
11/4, AUTO TOWING
mediocre as the Laken led
from eight to ii points and
settled for a 48-35 lead going
petiod—
With- 2:42 left in the game,
-MeCallon scored on a fast-
break.  and Calloway held a
seemingly, sale and in-
surmountable 0043 bulge. The
lead Was not sate but at least It
did prove to be the latter.
Randy McCallon,. usually a
sure bet to make free throws,
missed five_cemsenutive free
thravs in the last 'period and ,
three of those were the front
side of bonus opportunities. In
addition, the Lakers were
'whistled for three charging
calls in the final tweminutes.
All of that combined with
the tact Lowes just refused to
die made it interesting. With
18 seconds left in the game, it
was 60-61 when Shane Terry
hit from 15 feet and on the
play, -Chili -Edwards was
fouled away from the ball.
Edwards made both free
throws and suddenly, it was 'a
four-point play and only a 60-
55 Laker lead..
After Glen Olive charged as
Lowes was pressing, Mc-
Calloname up with a_ steal
and drove for the • cripple,
leaving the Lakers with a 62-55
edge. Lowes scored the
game's final four points and
actually made the margin a
bit closeethanthegirtie really
Was.
"The last four minutes of
-thelirst halt is some of the_
best ball we've -played this
--season." Hargrove said. ."We
just exploded. But in the last
feiLminutes of the game, our
defense let down a little and
we may have been a little-tired.
and thought the_game was
We had been doing a lot of
running. Several times we felt.
Lowes may have been a little
winded and of course we'll
always take the fastbreak
when we can get it.
 'I_guess the biggest play of
tbe game for us was when
44
McCallon came up with the trouble.
steal and drove in to give us
the seven-point lead with 40
seconds lett Without that one,
we could have .been in a-little
It fig-  ..lk
NEXT TIM! DA131,411g-Dasykilealwei et ilealabem-bas
iemped back set. leaked feed 35 mbeeeds eml 24 pelts in
eaaltibaieetaffeetWeeel plambas ever toted
- MGR Metes iky Buseina
"We went into a four-corner
when we were ahead 66-49 but
the missed free throws and he
Charging fouls hurt us because
--, Lowes took advantage of
-every mistake we made,"
Hargrove added; .
Naturally; the 24-peint effort,
by Bushrod led the Laker
scoring department while
McCallon added 12 and Glen
Olive hit for 10. Lowes placed
four players in twin figures.
"Even though we let down a
little at the end, it was still a
good effort for us," Hargrove
said.
"At this stage, we're right
where we should be. We
should start peaking just in
time for a tournament play. I
feel we're in a lot better shape
°than most people.
"The layoff hasn't hurt us
nearly as badly as it has some
of the other teams. This was
our third game of the new year
,and some teams haven't
played since before Christ.
,,,as," Hargrove added.
Lowes drops to 7-7 tvith the
loss and is scheduled to host
Fancy Farm tonight.
Calloway, now 8-5, will get.4
little breather tonight when





Jams 4 2 1
Knight  5
Terry  $ 0 0 10
Wilkerson 1 0 3 2
Morris 4 0 5 8
Dawson 1 0 1
Edwards 3 4 1 10
Johnson '1 • 0 1 2
Totals -r--- ---- 31,- 41 16 W
CAILIVT
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Lamb 2 2 36
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MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST. PHONE 753-1586
INTRODUCING
COLOR MONITOR TV. PORTABLE COLOR
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR IT NEVER
MAKES A LOT OF SENSE. LOOKED SO GOOD.
2rdioponarYk1944405
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Service The Same
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Waiting, With 22 Yrs.
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TIGHT DEFENSE — Soils hoes applies presser, and a little physical contact es she defenses
Tommi Simmons of Low's. Sack l. the zone is Dawn Redden (24) who had her best game of her
career, finishing with 14 pohns.
By TONY WILSON
MSU Sports Publicity -
If evidence were ever
needed as to the degree of
improvement of a basketball
team, it was presented last
- night in the MSU Sports
Arena.
The Murray State viomen's
basketball squad, a 75-50 loser
to Lambuth last December,
overcame a 12-point deficit
and led with less than two
minutes left before Lambuth
rallied for a 70-66 win.
"I think it's just a question
of the team gaining confidense
In itself," said Coach Jean
Smith, "We played well, but
the Morehead game took a lot
of
The Racers ..defeated
Morehead, which sliorted a 10-
"rieeord before its loss, 69-62
Tuesday.
With a team as young as
this (only one starter is a
sehlor), you have to ex-
perience a few close losses as
well as wins to mature."
Murray trailed 62-54 with six
minutes left before scoring 12
straight to take a 66-62 lead
with 1:50 remaining. Guards
Rosen Maddix and Laura
Lynn Fueled the comeback
during the five-minute spurt.
Lynn made one of two free
throws then found center
Mary Jane Gates with a
perfect pass for a lay-up to
pull the Racers within one, 62-
61:
Maddix hit. three,, of four




TILGHMAN at Heath by 14
Ballard Memorial at MAYFIELD by 13
Reidland at SYMSONIA by 21
ST. MARY at Hickman County by four
—Farmington' at CALLOWAY COUNTY by 26
Fancy Farm at LOWES by 18
Marshall County at CARLISLE COUNTY by two
Sedalia at FULTON CITY by 10
CHRISTIAN COUNTY at Murray High by seven
(Saturday)
LONE OAK at Lo'wes by four
TILGHMAN at Calloway County by five
Marshall County at MAYFIELD by nine
High School Record: 59-22.
OVC Saturday
East Tennessee at MURRAY STATE by six
Tennessee Tech at AUSTIN PEAY by 11
Eastern Kentucky at MIDDLE TENNESSEE by 10
Morehead at WESTERN KENTUCKY by 24
OVC Record: 6241.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
canned a 15-footer to give
Murray its 66-62 lead.
Lambuth's Giffen Martin
and Val Poston hit two free
throws each in the last minute
for the final margin.
It was the rebounding
strength of Martin and Poston
that did the most damage to
the Racers.
With Murray's leading
rebounder, Jackie Mounts, out
over half the final period with
four fouls,. they crashed the
offensive boards time after
time for putbacks over the
smaller Racers.
'Martin finished with 22
points and 16 rebounds;
Poston with 14 and 8.
Mounts and Gates each had
14 rebounds for—Murray.
Mounts led Murray scoring
with 15 points and guard Cindy
Baftfx followed with 10.
Lambuth's biggest lead was
30-18 with seven minutes left
in the first half. But Murray
hit 7 of its next 11 field goal
attempts to pull within 34-30
before the visitors scored five
of the next seven pointa.for
39-32 halftime lead. - -
Murray's record fell to 8-10
while Lambuth went to 12-2.
The Racers 2-2 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, host East
Tennessee on Saturday and




  2-4 0-1
  0-0 0-1
 1-2 0-0
 24 0-2









Lynn ... 1-6 3-6







If you're thinking of advertising in the
local newspaper to b9ost sales ... you've
hit the nail on the head! A constructive
ad program here can effectively remedy
your business' lagging sales problem, in-
expensively. Try newspaper advertising!
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
When you're up against the
number one team in the state
and your number one scorer is
sidelined with an injury, you
Just can't expect to
win. ..unless you're Marianne
Davis.
Confident and seemingly
unworried, Davis led her
Calloway County High School
girls' team into battle
Thursday night at Jeffrey
Gymnasium against Lowes.
The Lakers were without the
services of 5-10 sOphomore
forward Mina Todd who broke
a foot in the win at Marshall
County Tuesday. Todd was
averaging about 19 points per
game.
Until the game's final four
minutes, it appeared quite
possible the Lakers might be
able to pull off a stunning
upset win but the bid fell short
as Lowes was able to hit
pressure free throws and pull
away, settling for 'a 61-47 win
in a game much closer than
the final margin would in-
dicate.
it was the worst one of my
teems has ever shot. We
couldn't buy a free throw and
that's what lost it for us,"
Davis said.
"They were a good team
and not to take anything from
them but we had a terrible
night from the line and with.
the exception of a few in-
dividuals, we had a poor night
from the field too," Davis
added.
- The Lakers normally -do
well from the-free throw line.
And had they made just 50 per
cent of their free throw at-
tempts, the outcome could
hue. been much different. In
the first half, the Lakers
managed just four of 18 and in
the second half, only three of
12 fore total of seven out of 30.
But while the Lakers didn't
have a great night offensively,
they made up for much of the
slack with their hard-nosed
defensive play. Nobody was
afraid to mix it up inside with
the tall and talented Lowes
team. And even the guards
were into the act. Once, Rpse
Ross took a charge and the
impact of the blow sidelined
Lows' leading scorer, Tammi
Simmons; for a quarter.
Without Todd, naturally
much of the Laker offensive
firepower was missing. The
slack was taken up by Dawn
Redden and Stephanie Wyatt.
a pair of powerful forwards
Redden, easily playing her
best game of the year and
scoring 14 to pace the Lakers,
seemed to be in the right place
 all evening. Several times she
hit the offensive boards for
buckets and on several oc-
casions, she was left open in
the right corner and hit two-
pointers.
Wyatt, who took quite a bit
of punishment inside, also
dished some out as she played
her most aggressive game of
the year.
The Lakers never found
their offense in the first
quarter. And Lowes needed
only to find Simmons who hit
almost everything she fired up
from the long range. At the
end of the first quarter, the
Lakers trailed 14-5.
Calloway was down 20-8 just
three minutes into the second
quarter when Lowes coach
Jim Long was hit for a
technical for coming off the
bench to protest a call that
wasn't made. l'hat seemed not
only to fire up the crowd but
the Lakers too.
Lowes led 23-14 with tie- e
minutes left in the balLbut
Felicia Pinner and Dawn
Redden both scored from
inside and the gap was five,
which was the halftime
margin also as Lowes carried
a 25-20 edge into the dressing
room.
Late in the third period.
Lowes
TENNIS
RICHMOND, Va. — Top-
seeded Bjorn Borg defeated
Harold Solomon 6-3, 6-2 and
Rod laver ousted Mark Cox 6-
4,5.7,6-4 at the Richmond stop




beet Jose Higueras 6-2,1-2 and
Eddiebibbe defeated Zeljko
Franulovic 6-1, 6-2.
with a 42-32 lead but reserve
guard Mary Wagoner came up
with a steal and drove for a
basket then Redden scored
from five feet after Wyatt had
hauled down an offensive
rebound and dealed the assist.
Lowes scored the final basket
of the period and led 44-36.
In the first three minutes of
the last quarter, the Lakers
made one brilliant charge at
taking the lead. Redden
scored from 15 then after
Pinner missed two free
throws, Redden hit the front
end of a bonus to cut the Lowes
lead to 44-39.
With 6:21 left, Ross missed
two free. throws but Pinner
rebounded the second one and
went up with the ball which
fell in the basket and it was 44-
41. At the 5:14 mark, Redden
hit from 20 feet out on the left
side and Calloway County
trailed 44-43. That was as close
as the Lakers could get.
Jill Hart scored on it drive to
the hoop and Cindy Smith
made two free throws for a 48-
43 lead. The Lakers cut it back
TO THE BASKET — Rose Ross (22) of Hie takers penetrates
to the basket for two of her 11 points against Lowe,. Defen-
ding is Tenni Simmons (20) of the Bluedevis.
'
Total Comfort
Total comfort on the road or off. That's
what you get with the '78 Bronco.
Come in and try one on for the fun
of it 
Total Toughness
The all-new Bronco has a rugged
truck chassis consisting of a steel
ladder frame with extra thick frame
rails. Built to operate over rough
terrain.
to three when Wyatt scored
from 15.
Then Lowes scored four
consecutive points for a 52-45
lead before Ross scored from
15 feet with 2:48 left to make it
52-47. The Lakers did not score
again while the Bluedevils
spent the rest of the time at
the free throw line.
"I'd seen Calloway play at
Marshall County Tuesday,"
Lowes coach Jim Long said.
"They're awfully strong in-
side. I felt like Wyatt did more
than she was supposed to. She
hit four or five from way out
and when she gets the ball
inside, she has a lot of power.
The Redden girl also tap us
some with her outside
shooting.
"We were really hurting in
the first half. We had three
guards with three fouls and I
was trying to run an offense
with my fourth guard in the
lineup and there were still four
minutes left in the half.
"We played much smarter
both offensively and defen-
sively in the second half.
Anytime you are off three
weeks, it's no brick road back.
People don't understand that
those rebounds don't come
easy and that of course was a
factor. I felt they
outrebciunded us in the first
TfWele-qtmrters. Pinner was
really gding to the boards for
them and severe! limes, she
got inside for putbacks that
sparked them," Long added.
Lowes wound up with a 43-33
lead in the rebound stats as
the takers had three players
who dominated their stats as
Pinner had 10 rebounds before
fouling out while Melissa
Miller snared eight and wyett,
seven.
"We only had one day to
regroup after Todd was hurt,"
Davis said. "It's a little hard
to devise-an offensive strategy
in that short of time, and it's
even harder when you are up
against a team like Lowes.
"Shooting-wise, Wyatt had
BIG BRONC SAL
See one of us for super savings on the all-new 1978 Bronco of your choice.
. .
her best game of the season
and Dawn Redden easily had
her ,best all-around game. We
were also pleased with the
play off the bench from Kim
Willie and Mary Wagoner.
Wagoner really came in and
gave us a good defensive ef-
fort.
-Miller did an excellent job
and had 20 aggressive points
off the bench. Wyatt had 27
aggressive points and that's
her highest total of the season.
Pinner also had an out-
standing game. She had 22
aggressive points.iloss had 17
and Redden 16 so what we
lacked in offense, we made up
for . .pith, our defense and
aggressive play.
"We just beat ourselves by
not hitting our free throws.
But, if we're going to lose a
game, I'd sure rather do it
here than in tournament
play," Davis added.
Lowes, ranked first in the
state today in the Lit-Ratings,
is now 12-1 on the season while
the Laker girls had their
perfect season ended and are
now 11-1.
Callowity will get a break
tonight as the jayvee boys will
play in the preliminary with
Farmington. But Saturday,
the Laker girls will be right
back at it as they host
pachKah Tilghman at 6:30
pm:a ,
•nó ofour friendly sales representatives today or call them athow
Sea John Parker, Jos Parker,
James Parker or David Parker
-
'
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LOSE SOMETHING? - Tim Knight of Lowe: lost something on
this drive.. .he lost the ball. Intimidating on defense is Daryl
Bushrod, who is under the basket and about ready to snare the
boll
Muff Plenes IAA. Ilividea)
REJECT - lavons Wilson of lotros goose, sad bats away
shot pet isp by Stseimmis 19yatt (32) of tie takers. la tin
ba ckgrovemi far Lewes ire Seams Grades (31) sad Tamed Sim-
mons (20).
Transylvania Freshman Struck By Lukem' ia
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Transylvania University
Coach Don Lane had great
plans for Jeff Young.
The slender, 6-foot-9 fresh-
man from Winter Park. Fla.,
was his center of the future
until doctors discovered this
week that a suspected case of
mononucleosis actually was
acute lukemia.
Young, 18, was in fair condi-
tion Thursday at the
University of Michigan
Medical Center in Ann Arbor,
where he was flown Wed- •
nesday at his parents' request.
''We were really grooming
him," Lane said in an inter-
view. "He hadn't had a lot of
stamina. Now I know why. He'
had the flu early in the year
and that got-him way behind.
"He did play sosam-varsity
ball and was making a very
positive contribution," Lane
said. "He was always the guy
that was trying to lift us up. He
had that spirit about him. He
would turn around and try to
get the crowd going.
"He's a very gifted athlete.
We had high hopes for him and
we still do," Lane said.
Young's skills around the
College Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST • -
Amherst 80, Trinity, Conn.
67
Dayton 67, Duquesne 65
Marquette 73, Penn St .60




St. Bonaventure 72, Provi-
denc_e 64 _
• St, John'i, N.Y .t 75. Chs:
-daub 66
sours --
Georgia So 85, Baptist Col 76
Hampton Inst 84, Elizabeth
City St 79
Kentucky St 88, Bellarmine
67 ...
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Md-Balti. Cnty 79, Mount St.
Mary's 75
8 Alabama 58, Florida St 56




Virginia Union 107, J.C.
Smith 85
Wake Forest 79, Duke 60
Washington & Lee 103, E
Mennonite 75
W Carolina 82, Carson-New-
man 74
MIDWEST
Illinois 74, Wisconsin 71
Indiana 86, Northwestern 70
Michigan 65, Michigan St 63
Michigan Tech 79, Minn-St
Cloud 75
Minnesota 82, Iowa 71
Mo-Kansas City 72, Evangel
66
Nebraska Wesl 79, Colorado
Col 66
Purdue 71, Ohio St 69
S Illinois 90, Drake 87
Tulsa 88, Bradley 80
Westfield St 55, N Adams St
51
SOUTHWEST
Cent Arkansas 66, Ark. Tech
56
Col of Ozarks 81, Harding 69




Henderson 77, Hendrix 73
James Madison 86, Ark-
Little Rock 71
Ouachita 83, Arkansas Col
65
S Arkansas 511, Ark-
Monticello 52
W Texas 64, Wichita St 59
FAR WEST
Air Force 89, Pan American
73
Colorado St 65, Tex-El Paso
49
New Mexico 94, Wyoming 91
Nevada-Reno 60, Pep-
perdine 50
. Portland 101, San Francisco
87
Southern Cal 87, California
81
UCLA 101, Stanford 64
Washington 58, Oregon 52
Washington St 63, Oregon St
58
basket as a prepster were
sharp enough to attract
recruiters from several major
-eallegesi-ineluding North
Carolina State, • North
Carolina-Charlotte. Mississip-
pi and, Florida.
But he eventually opted for
Transylvania, a private
College of 900 siudonts in the
shadows of the University of
Kentucky.
"We sent him his first let-
ter," Lane said, recalling the
bidding for Young's services.
-"He wa,s living in Dayton
j9hio then. His family has
moved about 20 tirnea...LIbink
when he moved to-Florida, a
lot of schools just lost track of
him, Then he had a bad De-
cember and a lot of schools
just dropped off him."
Lane, meanwhile, was des-
perate for a center and called
Everett Bass, a formerTrans-
ylvania standout and now an
assistant • to brinier- Trans-
ylvania Coatis Lee Rose at
North Carolina-Charlotte.
"I said, 'Everett, I need a
big man. Can you put me on to
somebody?' He gave me three
or four names and Jeff was the
first. He was about fourth on
their list," Lane •
•'lliey called him and said,
we might get to you and we
might not. Why don't you look
at 'Pransy," Lane said. "We
ilew him up here and he
signed that day. He hadn't set
foot on the campus before, but
he really took a liking to it."
Lane said his Pioneer squad
took a liking to Young.
"They loved him," he said.
"We told them Monday at 4
o'clock in a closed meeting. At
the same time we had not told
Jeff and we wanted our guys
to know what had happened."
The youth had been sleeping
for unusually long periods
since dhnstrnas and tired













Both local high school
basletball teams will be. In
action tonight.
Murray High, who will play
for the first time in two weeks,
will play host to a tall and
talented Christian County
team this evening while
Calloway County, which by
Saturday will have played
four games in five nights, will
entertain Farmington.
Calloway County will play a
home twinbill Saturday with
Paducah Tilghman.
Also, the Intramural
program will be held as
scheduled at Calloway County
High School Saturday mor-
ning.
and Young reluctantantly
agreed to see a doctor, con-
fessing he had not felt well.
A titood--test- revealed
lukernia. and Young's parents
flew' here late Tuesday from
Palos Verdes, Calif., their






























"We spent .the day with
them and talked to 'Jeff
Tuesday about his lij-0P 0P,"
Lane said. -It's almost un-a
believable how much insight
and confidenctc Jeff has. His
immediate reaction was that
he would whip it."
Lane said he and his players
planned to visit the youngster
in Michigan as soon as
possible and-was urging
callers Thursday to send
cards and letters to the
hospital.
"We're planning to go as we
need to, myself and We play-
ers," he sai.d. "We're going to
work it out to where we chn
cali-binnmir day today-basis.
We're really kind of leaving it
to Mr. Young. When he feels
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Schedules For in The Week Of Feb. 4 - Feb. 10 PROGRAM SCHEDULE CHANNEL 11








TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY






6:25-Fune Digest 6t110-Senriss Swa.
7:00 -Same Prima IA -keel'? Dog lii3S-1 aw the --711111-3WOMMs 
8:011- laffOlysipies 10140- [rafts Greatest 0411-Bms Ilmag
10:00 - Kroft', 11:110-abc short story 7:00 Nom Keil ". ' '-' 9:30-11Manwitiman-
11:1111-WoMead Spec. 11:30-Am. imatand 2120- 61"6"*"'ws 111:30 - Specs Academy
11:30- lealistwod 12:31-The way is wag ... IWO- Phsis Pantiber -...11:011-4Sis
12:311- World of Sots. 1:311- TVA 10:00- Boggy Punts A 11:11- Fat Alert
CU -11sorksrs Tow 290 -Belden Tow -4' 311"." ' 12s00-Spo40gbt On
3:30--Wortd of Sgsv --- 3:30_ wed/ if sog.-- - ---: Sk310-Spom $mt. -7--Gisals
5:011- IBA N. gyps- ligeglay gpog 11:011-land of Lad 1231-Fu. Oty S
5:30- flowswerch 640 - Lemma was 11:30--Thinat s 1:110-News Camf.
: 6:N-logs bonny 7:00- Whets Nappening 12111-110 2sello 1:311-10 S. Town
7:00 -121set's Nap- 7:30-0p. Petticoat 12'30- ag" kid Camel
Pewill 800- Lam Boa 1:00-Alas SwIllb a 2:31- Irani&
130-0p. Pelican 9:011-fantam Isand - •1"61 4:311-51ta Ils Na
11:00- Lam Boat - 10:00 - Nom 2:10- Pap Coontey 5:00-Cimid Camaro
9:00 - Fustasy Ideal 10:15- News ."...- 130- WIFf" .418 • 3:36 - lbw.
M:00-11msysasseil-a•s5cal551a_.31es-110alsidbals Lai 6:00-11m






SsM- Porter Wagimar 7:30-Tony ld
5:30-lbabsills Moak 1140-hdformes
614111-Smos at 6 11:311-111weda
6:31-11art's lbairsille 9:110-1488th
7:111- Special 'Nock 10:00-News .
Basseity' Coachmen 10:31-UT. lasketbsil
COO- Mods "Bag of (Ols Miss)
Passim" 12:00-News
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Feb. 1 Feb. 2
Sign--on
Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon








5:30 NEWS 11 NEWS 11
6:00 Advaaces in Wirhington De-
, Health & Medicine bates: The U.S.













10:30 - Woodsmen lap-
thrt













































9410- Dim. in Faith














1:00- Big heat: "Wi-
ner

































11:30 - Nashville Gos.
9:00-Day of Disc.
1:30-Dint. Is kith
10:00- Noised of frit*
10:30-Cain. War.
11:00- Mom Spot.




















































6:00 - Good Morn. fib
7:30-Bozo Show










3:00- Edge of Night
3:30 - Brody Such
4:00- loreanso
5:00 - Fmay Affair









12:00- All My Chadren
I:00-520,000 Pyramid
1:30 -One Life
2:15 - General Hospital
3:00- hip if Night
3:30-M-Tb MGM
Theatre






















































































12:30- World Toner • --
1:30- Guiding Light -
2:30 -In the Family. .







TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
4:30- Marty leiebe



















































10:30-Meals • New To
Break Up 5 Nappy
Marriage
TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30- Trete or Coss.
7:00-Nappy Days























































10:50 - Nevis • U•2 Spy
Incident
12:50 - News
TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 -News AM Ti..
7:00-light Is beesils
4:00-Osurie's Aneeis
900 -Storsky & Notch
10100- Newsweek'
10:30 -Polcs Story •
Movie: hA

















1:00 - Police Illowes









1240- Movies & Mod-




































TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WSM-4
HO-Chips
COO- Jones or IS
9:00- arms of 45














TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY
WPSD-6
7:00-Chips
11:00 - lames at 15












12: 30 -lbw& •
WNGE-2
1:30 - Moppets















































6:30 - Istalcis Como
7 00 - leselow Weems






Ladies Day - Modern
Almanac
FOCUS FOCUS













A. Changing America's Prob- Sign-off
Society 'lems & Challenges
Sign-of f
Pr
1. MSU Economist, DT. Dan Harrison
2. Representatives- from MSU's Art Department
sea 
. MSU Political Scientist
2. "the Panhandler" diiikia-ai,seamie with Ann Vailberg
3, Ann Palorio from the March of Dimes ,
1. Dr. Jean Lorrah with Book Beat
2. - Weakly Shopping Stoke t
_
1, Culture through- Foreignwhanguage,-- -
2. Representatives from MSU Nursing Department
_ Smith, gene ail-manager of 31 014- witA--Sotaldfamt
2. MSU Sports
3. Murray Ministerial Association
_
Terry Kath Dies -- ,-Syrnbol, John Tnivolta; but
•I was saddened to learn,of Abe soundtrack has none of his
Material - thank goodness.
The soundtradja_excellent
with., a great viriety of .hit
songs and newly released hits
from such groups and per-
sonalities as Tavares, the Bee
Gees, Yvonne Elliman, K. C.
and The Sunshine Band, the
Walter Murphy...Band, The
Triunmps, etc.
the accidental death of the
Terry Kath who was
Seed singer and guitarist for
the jazz rock group Chicago..
News reports say that -Rath
was playing with the gun and
pulled the trigger not knowing
the gun was loaded. Kath was
knoivn for such hit songs as
"25 or 6 to 4" and "Make Me
Smile. However, there are at
least two lead singers in
Chicago, a nine man group.
Therefore, the group should
not disband.
Saturday Night Movie
Lately the charts have been
burning up with great musical
soundtracks such as "Close
Encounters" and "Star
Wars." Now it is "Saturday
Night Fever's" turn for
number one position. The
movie stars the male sex
The big hits from this two Lp
set are ,"Stayli? Alive" and
"How Deep Is our Love" by
the Bee Gees and "If I Can't
"Have You" by -Yvonne --
Ellirtum. The album-is great--
for,disco just like it iris in the
movie. This is one Lp I would
reeinnmend playing over and
over again.
Leff Garrett
Actor Leif Garrett is now
trying to follow in the foot-
WKMS Highlights
Friday, Feb. 3
7 p. m. Options "Science
In The Year 2000" Vera
Kistiakowsky, Professor of
Physics at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and
Everett Mendelsohn,
Professor of the history of
science at Harvard, discuss
what science will be doing in
the year 2000.
10p. m. Nightflight 91 Heard
Tuesday-Saturday this four
hour program of album rock
also features "Cosmic Con-
nections" at 12:30. This weeks
guest is Pablo Cruise.
Saturday, Feb. 4
7 a. m. SOUNDFEST '78
BEGINS!!! WICMS kicks off
its first fund raising campaign
with an entire day of classical
music. We will trace the
history of classical music
from the Medieval &
Renaissance period to
Baroque, the Claisical period,
Romantic period and ending
with Modern Classics. Also the
Metropolitan Opera and Music
Of The Italian Masters will
run at their regular times.
Sunday, Feb. 5
7 a. m. SOUNDFEST '78
This entire day will be devoted
to grass-roots music. You Will
hear everything from Old
Time Bluegrass and country
music to blues. Professor
Darrell Raclin will host a
special two hours and the
group "Blood River" will
perform live. 19 hours.
Monday, Feb.
7a. m. Morning Air The best
of the past year: Male,
Female and Groups. (Rock)
10 a. m. Masterworks
Showcase Vocal music will be
featured.
1 p. m. Afternoon Classics
An afternoon of Opera
p. m. Classics a la Carte,,
The Classical Guitir
featured.
7 p. m. Racer Basketball
Murray State vs. Tennessee
Tech.
Tuesday, Feb. 7
7 a. m. Morning Air A sound
review of the best in new
artists. (Rock)
10 a. m. Masterworks
Showcase Chamber Music
1 p. m. Afternoon Classics
Ballet
I p. m. Classics a la Carte
Flute
7 p. m. Options A musical
portrait of Brooke Johns, an 84
year old early 20th century
musician and entertainer.
10 p. m. Nightflight 91 The
best in new album artists and
live rock concerts.
Wednetirday, Feb. 8
7 a. m. Morning Air The best
in motion picture soundtracks
and instrumental pop music.
10 a. m. Masterworks
Showcase Keyboard music
1 p. m. Afternoon Classics
Sacred Music
6 p. m. Classics a is Carte
Trumpet
7 p. m. Options Economist
Milton Friedman talks about
employment, inflation & the
money supply.
10 p. m. Nigbtfllght II Led
Zeppelin's Soundtrack to "The
Song Remains The- Same" --
along with the' best of rock
comedy and a one-hout
feature on punk rock.
Thursday, Feb. 9
7 a.m. Morning Air Pot-
pourri request time, today's dp-,
yesterday's hit music.
10 a. m. Masterworks
Showcase Orchestral Music
1 p. m. Afternoon Classics
Electronic classical music
6 p. m. Classics a la Carte
Harp Music _ •
10 p. m. NightfUght 01 Top




steps ot Shatm'7Vii* and
David Seoul to musical star-
dom. The result has been a
smash.
Garrett, now fifteen, started
his acting career with such
movies.iis the three "Walking
Tall' films and "Bob, Carol,
Ted and Alice" as well as such
TV shows as "Apple's Way",
"Cannon" and ''Peter Lundy
and The Medicine Hat
Stallion."
9-78 -
The type of hits range from
such denial a* Dian's, "The
Wanderer," The Beath Hors,
_California. Girls. and. Rick
"ThaTt--AVIThe big
-1dtr- on the lanai "atai the
tough sounding remake of
-"Surf& U. S. --A." and
-"RiuuirOund Sue." They are
great remakes; but Leif is
going to have to do some
oritlnal material before he





LARGE VOLUME LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
ITWILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Special On Tapes 11 Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
I Large Selection of CountryTapes, Albums and 45'sRufus
"Street Player
Jam
"This Is The Modern World"
1:7 98 ;399!bums Hugh SelectionSALE $798 $421Tapes
Album Reg. 7.98
s5" Same 459 555
8 Track Reg. 7.95
The Largest Selection of Topes oncl Albums in Thrs Area
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753-5885
Please be a friend.
Public radio is a different Kind of radio : Different biecauiii it- ---
is nonprofit and noncostimerctal. And different, because of its _
alternative, fine arts .radio se rv ice--good_rpusic. hew* .rrid
intelligent
But public radio1coats money. A great deal of money. Most of
the financial support for public radio station WKMS- FM comes
ftom Murray State University and an annual grant from the
Corporation ?or Public Broad -casting.
More and more, however'. WKMS must also depend on
contributions_ from our listeners:4.nd local businesees
• calls the contributors friends -because their generosity enables
us to expand and improve public radio aerytce. The titers&
WKMS-F11t help to finance the cost of the program guide, new
programs and equipment, records and all the other things that
are necessary to the operation of a radio station.
Please demonstrate your support for WKMS-FM. Become •
Mend.. Just detach the form below and return it with Your
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Bill Would Require Med Students To Practice In State
-
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Senate committee hex heard
mere criticism of a bill to re-
quire medical School students
form of- indentured servitude,
aimed at easing what some
have called a.critical shortage
of physicians in some parts of
criticisns that the measure
would be difficult to ad-
minister and enforce and that
such a reqiirement may be. .
have been met with some
degree of . success, Snyder
said, "and perhaps We ought
to give them more of a chabee
tract PhYRNARINI" rather than
forCing them to resna_ip in
Kentucky he added.
Clawson said such a •law
Pr
tucky for every year of school-
ing orsay the state the cost of
their aducation.
Dr. Harry Snyder, executive
director of the state Council
On Higher Education, and Dr.
Kay Clawson, dean of the
University of Kentucky School
of Medicine, testified against
Senate Bill 54 Thursday before
the Senate Health and Welfare
Committee.
The measure, sponsored by
Sen. Tom Easterly, D-Frank-
fort _ 1186,,, Prompted
widespeead frozn.tbe
medical establishment as a
r •
ruraliereas.
According to the bill, a
candidate for admission to the
University of Louisville or UK
medical programs would be
required to sign an agreement
to practice in the state one
year for each year of medical
school
If the student did not sign
the agreement, he would be
required to reimburse the
state the actual cost . of
!ducation. Estimates of the
cost vary, but generally rup











• ,itei‘ KY. LAKE
CATFISH
Every
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Yell Come See Os:
R- estaurant Hours
Mon-Thurs 5 a.m.-4 p.m.
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In altdition, Snyder said,
such a law might encourage
"the best prepared candidates
to opt for another school" out
of state.
"Physicians would be held
•hostage, but a solution to the
maldistribution problem may
not result," Snyder added.
Snyder noted that the bill
would not necessarily put
more doctors in rural areas
simply because- it . requires
them to practice in Kentucky.
Existing programs to at-
- tract more physicians to areas-
-where they are most needed
Snyder acknowledged there
is &problem of distribution of
doctors in rural areas partly
-because of a lack of cultural
opportunities.
"We all know What we're
talking aboutr. There is also an
income impact involved,"
Snyder added, referring to
arguments that doctors can
make more Money in, when
areas.
"Maybe thia_itUtetrill Pol-
lyanna on my part, but my
preference is a more positive
' approach,'`SITyder add. "We
more IncentIVes to at-
Calvin Grayson Says:
•
show results, if any, for at
Sevin Years-
In additim sigh s move
might prompt other states to
adopt similar measures in re-
taliation, thereby affecting the
many Kentucky student's hi
outof-state schools.
"The attitude of our
students Is that given (such
conditions for admission) they





DO YOU SPEAK FRENCH — Parlez-vous bander All the sixth grade students sit
Murray Middle School were given the opportunity-So learn a few words of French un-
der the tutorship of Doralyn Lanier's seventh grade French students last week. In the
photo above, Jonathan Overbey, left, and Shay Guthrie teach the French words for
• colors to Mrs. Mildred Lowe% class. Other French students litho particiPated wets.
Holly Knight, Rebbie Houston, Robed Stout, Karen Hainsworth, Teresa Ford, Joe Jones,
Greg Turner, Kim Oles and Laurie Lovett.
Highway Priorities Must Change
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's highway
programs will be severely
curtailed during the 1980'11
unless a way is found to in-




"Grayson said Thursday the
road fund has increased by
about 8 percent-eaeb yearibut
,that the projected increase for
the next two yearl.is lesS than
five percent. However, he said
inflation is expected to con-
tinue to add about 7.-or 8
percent to highway costs each
year.
Grayson told the joint
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee that Kentucky
could be as much as $300
million shy of the money
needed for all aspects of the,
highway program in each
year of the next decade. That
inclucks fb ad Maintenance,
capital construction and
repair of coal haul roads.
As a result, highway prior-




has given top priority to
ifit)JELL, I GUESS WE
CAN ALWAY5 U5E A
LITTLE RAIN, TOO,.





I'M GOING TO sicf,
'TI4ANKYOU,
MR.DITHERS.
THEPE ARE TIWIES,THEY SAY, WHEN nie
PHANTOM LEAVES THE JUNOLE„r-























matching federal dollars for
road construction, he said.
However, capital improve-
ments will have to be
relegated to third place to free
money for road maintenance
and safety improvements.
"It's my very strong belief
that our first priority now has
to be maintenance and protec-
tion of those road beds-where
we've already. got lots of dol-
lars,1' Grayson- said.
Correcting road hazards will
be the second priority.
Committee chairman, Rep.
Joe Clarke, D-Danville, asked
Grayson what the Trans-
portation Department would
do if the Legislature doesft
change the law to provide
more dollars for the road fund.
"If We don't have sufficient
funds for capital construction
projects, they'll be left out,"
Grayson replied, "because
we've got too many dollars in
the roads we've- 'already got
rtolet-thetn deteriorate)."
Grayson said Kentucky has
been very fortunate so far in
being able to secure matching
federal funds for highway con-
.struction.'He said many other
states halve not had sufficient





A But; AND GET
AWAY WITH IT!
_THIS /5 AYE OF THOSE T/A4ES.
Article By
of matching federal dollars. inflationary increases" to
Grayson told the committee build up the road fund.
it ,"ought to consider user The committee, discussed
charges on all -modes- of AbiPossibilitY of chiffilitell the
transportation, and some Mat 9 cent gasoline tax to
funding mechanism tied to e it a Percentage of the
t of-gas or to tie it to the
consumer •price index. Both
formulas would allow the tax
to rise with the cost of living —
adding more revenue to the
4
Speight4a. TN* ttbffrifhtree roam°
_ action on either proposal.
Publication Grayson said he has asked
An article by Jerry Speight,
instructor of art at Murray
State University, entitled
,"Photography and Present
•Moment Awareness" has been
published in the January issue
of School Arts magazine. ,
Dealin& with the use of a
Camera as a means for design,
with emphasis on pictorial
composition, the article is
'designer) to aid secondary
school art programs develop
perceptual activities while
using the camera as an art
medium.
The article is illustrated
with photographs of the
Murray area. Each is
carefully analyzed and an-
notated for technical and
compoeitional factors.
School Arts is an in-
ternationally distributed
magazine published by Davis
Publications for public school
art teachers.
Speight, a Murray native,
earned the B.S. and M.A.
degrees at Murray State. He is
a frequent contributor to arts
journals and active in the
Kentucky Art Education
Association. He has served as
second vice-president and
chairman of the Higher
Education Division in that
organization.
His teaching experience
includes public schools in
Indiana and Kentucky,
Somerset Community College,
the University of Kentucky,
and chairman of the. art
department at Brescia Ciillege
in Owensboro.
Speight, his wife Sonia, and
two sons live on College Farm
Road.
Gov. Julian Carroll to name a
task force to explore the
transportation needs of the




Set At MSU .
A -faculty recital by harp-
sichordist Marie Tailor and
violinist Dr. David Nelson has
been rescheduled for Sunday
afternnon, Feb. 5, at Murray
State Uoiversity.
Their all-Bach program will
begin at 3:30 p. m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The public is invited to attend
the recital presented by the
College of Creative Ex-
pression and the Department
of Music at no admission
charge.
Bad weather forced post-
ponement Of the recital, which
was originally schedulaed
Jan. 19.
Among the selections by
Bach will be the Choral
Prelude, "Herr Jesu Christ,
"dich zu uns wend," and
"Sonata No. 6 in G Major" for
violin and harpsichord. In
addition, Nelson will perform
the "Chaconne" from Partita
No. 2 for solo violin and Mrs.
Taylor will perform the
Partita No. 2 for solo harp-
sichor.
Both Mrs. Taylor and
Nelson are assistant
professors on the fact* who
are will known as performers
and teachers. She joined the






















































































































foogeocy . . . . 753-5131
• '
Cooprehensite
Earn  ' - 753-6611
Poison Cadrol . 153-1513
Senior Citizens . . 753-0919
Needline  753-NEED



















BIBLE FACTS - Who do
you trust? God and his
word or Man and his
doctrine? I Corinthians
6:2 and 3 tells What to be
prepared for. And verse
9 and 10 tells us who will
not see the kingdom of
God. Bible answers and












bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
4 5 -7 10
14 15 — 16 17


















Muhl you Niro to ado
QV Church Aar to Sillt-
day School and mor-
nifty worship otorvIcoo
at.
%kiwi Series WU Church
Bus driver 'for
February is Bill Crick
489-Z21.





Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
BELTONE HEARING
Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Bettor* of Benton, 1200

























on and the Business












5 Lost And Found
FOUND — Young adult
male Schnauzer. Black
and silver. Wearing
black flea collar. Found
on Farmer Avenue. Call










































resume to P.O. Box 648,
Mayfield, KY 42066.
NEEDED SOMEONE to
take care of elderly
couple. Must have own
transportation. Call 753-
9986 or 1-527-9380 after 5
p.m.
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10 Business Opportunity
NEEDED 12,000 venture
capita to form a cor-
poration manufacturing
.a limited production 4-
wheel drive vehicle
based on the Ford
Ranchero this idea has
over a million dollars
national sale potential
will split 50-50 contact
Phil Koehne 489-2618 or




business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p. m., 7
days a week.
OPPORTINEITY
IN BMW- -- --
CONSERVATION






product. Work. out of
your hortir-Pfighest
earnings Full or part
time. Investment of























$100. One Warm TAO-
ning gas heater.; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTU





purchase the new book
"Get Everything Your
Government Has To
Give." Send $3.95 to TX
Products, 1602 Dodson
Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUMMER MATERNITY
clothes, sizes 10-12. Call
759-1329.
USED CROSS TIES -
excellent for land-
scaping or fence post.
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.
15 Articles For Sale
doors. 10'2" wide, 10'8"
high. 12 glass panes in
each door. Tracks and
springs included. $350
each. Call Belcher Oil
Co., Mayfield 247-2545.
FIREWOOD, $15.00 and
up. Quick delivery. Call





Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.




NEW QUILT, $45. Also
will do quilting. Call 753-
1733.
FIREWOOD for sale. All
oak and hickory. $15.00
per rick and up. Prompt
delivery. Call, after 5
p.m. 437-4228.
ELECTRIC HEATER,


























lessons, 3 finger picking.
Limit 6 students, in-
dividual sessions Must




tress for antique beds or
campers. Buy direct
from factory and save.
See their -elegant
Bamboo; Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises 2-3
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136- South AND FOR MERCY SAI<E, SE/NIATOR,
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1- TR`-( TO HAVE A 1\ACE 1:2A(."443-7323.
Eft^
26 TV Radio




Highway 94, 19 miles
West of Murray. Call
382-2174. TV's are our
only business.
77 Mobile Home Sales
19'73 ATLANTIC 12 x 65.
All electric, partially
furnished, underpinned,
central heat and air.
Call after 5 p.m. 753-
2462.
Its 85 THREE bedroom,
1% baths, central As
heat, central air, storm
$85. irtodoWs. -Unfurnished
_--and,2 years old. Located
in Fox Meadows. 96900.
cAn 53.1 1
300 GALLON crop
sprayer, 42 it: -Wens.
Centrifical pumps.
Fiberglass tank, never
used. Cost $1700.00 take
$1100.00. Call 753.9920 or
753-3000.
20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. Fiberglas* Bass









7 FREEvp Termite 111
Inspection
Certified Sy EPA
Assad CAisny Head Repairs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
NOM owe/ wooled over NI
rms. rot Nip my mond mte lob
▪ finlAiml.




Clinical Secretary: Duties include typing dic-
tation, medical records, general office work.
Salary competative. Experience preferred.
CONTACT
Mrs. Joyce Boyd
Murray Comprehensive Cate Center
702 West Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Plaine: 753-6622
1975 Cadillac Sedan Devine, extra nice, new car
trade-in.
1973 Cadillac Coupe Devil*, all the extras, low
mileage, new car trade-in.
1973 Mazda, automatic and extra nice.
1973 Ford Pinto, has rebuilt motor, extra nice.
1971 Dodge Station Wagon, 9 passenger.
1971 Dodge Monaco, 4 door, deuble power and
air, extra clean.
1971 Dodell Charger, 2 door, yellow in color, new
car trade-in.
1968 Oldsmobile Cutlass, 4 door, double power
and air.
Large selection of new cars.
Highest trade-ins
Good clean used cars needed
PURDOM
OMs. Pastime • Gaeta
"Sadiolled Cr0or.veys Cher
Maw C
1401 West Maim 713-531S
29 Mobile Home Rentals
1255 TRAILER for rent.
Apply in person only at




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. Business Rentals
FOUR CAR shop for rent.
Call 753-8606.






all carpet. Central heat
and air. Call 753-7550.
NICE ONE BEDROOM
apartment. 1414 Vine.
33. Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys, 1 block from MSU.
Refrigerator furnished.
Call 753-1812.
34 Houses For Rent






bedrooms, all electric, 2
baths, completely
furnished. Off Highway
94 East of Murray. Call
474-2230.
















Female, 6 months old.





41 ACRES, all fenced,
located near Coldwater,
30 acres tendable, more
could be made tendable.
Fiiced at $30,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222- far ail Tour
farm real estate needs.
43 Real Estate
THE HOUSE that does
double duty - a com-
fortable 2 bedroom
home, large eat-in
kitchen on the main




with option to purchase







LET IT SNOW LET -IT
SNOW LET IT SNOW -
but don't let it st6t) you
from looking at this 4
bedroom brick, 2'2 bath
home, family room with
fireplace-_puts- and
many other extras.. Call
753-1492. LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.
RE j TO RS
O&M
South 12th at Sycamore
- TELEPHONE 7511051
HOME OF DISTINC-
TION - Beautiful mid-




square feet of com-
fortable, well designed





private patio with gas
grill and we could go on -
and on? Why not take a
look at this titial1WhoMe----
- it may be just what




"You w key People
In lest Estee-
753-7724
901 Sycamore Mousy, Ky.
68 ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on
blacktop road. This can
be bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are. tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John G.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 - 753-
7531.
Purdom & Thurman




THE PRICE IS RIGHT
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located






















REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed foT-sale
in Calloway County. We
at KOPPERUD"
-REALTY provide a

















- PROFESSIONAL; .. OF-
E aç, private
,residence possibilities
with this frame home
located only 2 blocks
;from court square.
...Property is zoned B3
and could easily be
converted to offices or














BRICK, - 2 bedrooms,
large 1&,chen, den, big
utility, earage, new
carpet & freshly painted
inside. 2 out bldgs. 1
acre wooded lot. Hwy. 94
W. in Lynn Grove. Only
$31,900. Call or come by
- I.Hh. Boyd Maims
MeeTICele*- 753 -:
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, 1/2 baths, large
'kitchen-den, three walk-
* -"closets. Economical_







BY OWNER, new three
bedroom brick fiir only
$42,500. Must spe,to
appreciate this 'well
planned home with all
conveniences. Call 753-
3903.
49. Used Cars 41 Trucks
1975 GMC pickup, High
Sierra, 17,000 miles. Air
condition, power. Call
753-9920 or 753-3000.










Floored end ready Up to 12 r 24 Also barn style, offices cottages,
mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U BUILD, pre-cat completely ready
to assemble up 1, 24 o 60. Bey the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
A FLICKERING FIREPLACE
Will keep you cozy this winter in this four
bedroom, 2 bath home on large wooded lot in the
city limits of Murray. In addition to 4 bedrooms,
home features study, great room with fireplace,
large brick patio with gas grill. This is one of the




George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Anderioh 753-7932





Two new tires. Both
front fenders damaged
but can be repaired. Cal)
753-6346.
1.964 CHEVROLET ks ton




1945 CHEVROLET % ton
short bed step side
truck. Three speed. 327 4
barrel. Side pipes. $525.
Call 436-5663.
•
1973 RIVIERA Buick, full
power, AM-FM tape,








1400 miles. AM-FM tilt










Car in primer. All 'parts
complete, $350. Call 753-
9997.
1970 AMC HORNET, 6





4 DODGE 4 wheel
drive Adventure Sport.
- Call days 753-8533,
nights 7534132.
1958 CHEVROLET-71in--
, pale, 2 door hardtop,
_I:solid body with all parts.






air condition, 4 cylinder,
good condition. $4500.




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-
not.
















FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John




ficient service. No job





by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
HAVING TROUBLE








exterior.' Also dry wall






roofs sealed. Call Jack
















Phone 436-2124 or 436-
2432.
4111=EZE
ALL TYPES baclitioe and
septic tank work. Field










struction Co., Route ar. 
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ksk, 





Custom Carpet Care, --
753-1335.
INSULATION BLOWN in 
SHARON HOLLAND will
do ironing of freshlyby Sears save on these
laundried clothes. Callhigh heat and cooling
bills. Cait'Doug
at 753-2310 for En* FENCE SALES at Sears
estimates. now. Call Doug Taylor
- 753.2310 for free
WILL HAUL ANY type o
white rock, rip rap, and
sand. Lime, sawdust or
decorative rock. Also WILL CARE for an
free estimates on elderly person In .my 77
driveway and parking flame. Five years eV
lots. Call Rogert Hutson, perience. References if







dition sales and ser-
vice. Modern sheet
'metal department.





colors, etc Reasonable prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed. For
information call 7534471 bet-
ween 9 and 5.30.
54.Free Column
-FREE - SIX month old
long-haired • kitten.
Yellow. Male. WM tnake
a nice pet. Call 753-3994.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETIC',
tHOIUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS




Fri S Sat 8-2 30
•Hoir Cuts *Shoves
209 Walnut Street






-:( Electronics & Security•
603 South 411, St
First
Anniversary




For Free Estimates or Service Phone
753-3436
TO BUY SEE US!
TO SELL LIST WITH US!
2 Bedroom brick veneer in Murray, good
location, immediate occupancy. Priced to sell
$17,000.
12' x 50' Mobile home, 2 bedroom, completely
furnished. Only $4,995.
New brick veneer homes ready for you to move
into. Reasonable Prices.
Building lots - choice locations. Popular pnces.
-36 Acres development property. Sewers and
water on property. Excellent location.
33' Houseboat-Nautoline Chrysler Engine, 110 A.
C. Generator, sleeps six. Must be seen to be ap-
preciated. Buy now and be ready for siring and
summer.
12' 160' Mobile home on two lots. Furnished - 12 x
50 porch and iron railing. Near Lakeway Shores.
FULTON YOUNG
REALTY INC.
It. 6 Iss 215
763-7333
After hers
fame Simehlors ehvitol-fkems. -Penal t yoliks
713-1E71 713-1274
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ilLeaths and Funerals 1
vs.gdWards Dies • Mirray,Woinal(bies
Calloway Countian
The funeral services for
Mrs Mattie Louise Edwards,
former resident of Calloway
County, were held Jan. 12 at
two p.m. at the Ashley
Funeral Home, Hazel Park,
Mich., with the 4ev. pavid
Markey officiating. gurial
was in the White Chapel
Cemetery at Troy, Mich.
Mrs. Edwards, age 69, died
from a heart attack on Jan. 10
at her home in Hazel Park.
Born Aug. 17, 1908, in
Calloway County, she retired
in 1971 after 23 years as a
machine operator for the
Burroughs Corp., Plymouth,
Mich.
She is - survived by one
daughter, Miss Hilda M.
Parker, Detroit, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Marvin ( Mar-
celle Alexander, Ferndale,
Mich.; one brother, Dick
Morton, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Ray Marshall Dies
At The Age Of 57
Word has been received of
the death of Ray Marshall of
B elle ,who._ _died
Thursday' • at the Barnes
Hospital at St. Louis, Mo. He
was 57 years of age and his
death was due to a heart at-
tack suffered three weeks ago.
Mr. Marshall is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lou Ellen
Marshall, two daughters,
Cathy. and Lou Ann, one
granddaughter, Tammy, and
his mother, Mrs. Jenny Walsh,
all of Belleville, Ill.
. He is the nephew of Mrs.
011ie >Susie) Workman of
Murray, A. J. Marshall of
''Murry Route TM), and Mrs.
Musette Blankenship and
--Herman Marshall of St Louis,
Mo. ,
Funeral and burial services






Graham of 1508 Glendale,
Murray, are being held today
at two p.m. at the chapel of the
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
with Bro. John Dale of-
ficiating and Jerry Bolls
directing the song service with
singers from the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ where
he was a member.
Active pallbearers are Gus
Robertson, Jr., Thurston
Furches, Phillip, John, Steve,
and Terry Graham. Honorary
pallbearers are Hugh Gingles,
Max Hurt, Matt Sparkman,
Vernon Anderson, Gus
Robertson, Sr., Carl Lockhart,
Holmes Ellis, and Leon
Grogan. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Graham served as
principal and area& thr-the
Murray Training School from
1934 and 1948 and expressions
of sympathy in his memory
may be made to the Memorial
Scholarship Fund for
graduates of the Lab School-
Murray Training, College
High, and University School-
to be mailed or given to
Dorothy McNabb at the
Peoples Bank or Jeanette
Fain at the Bank of Murray.
The Murray man, age 78,
died Wednesday at >the
Murray-Calloway County'
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Opal Swann
,Graham, one son, Gene S.
Graham, one sister, Mrs.
Joyce Sparkman, one brother,
John F. Graham, six grand-
children, and four great
grandchildren.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
Febridary 3,19A ,
Kentucky PercBase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act 646 Est. 1300 Barrows &
Gilts 1 00-1.25 lower Sows under 450 lbs
50-1.00 lower over 450 1.00-2 00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs... 145.75-46.00 few 46 25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 145 50-45 75
$4450.45 50
$4350.44 50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
US 3-4 333-200 lb&
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.  519 00-40 00
US 1-3 300-500 lbs 538 00-31 00
US 1-3 450-5001bs'  538.00-4100
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. 551.00-4300
US 2-3300-000 lbe.
Boars 36 00-30 00
Planned Saturday
Mrs. Beaulah White Miller
of Murray died Thursday at
5:10 a.m. at the Benton
Municipal Hospital. She was
90 years of age and the widow
of George Miller.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ,
Murray. Born Aug. 21, 1887,
she was the daughter of the
late Mr. -.and - Mrs. Tandy
Wood. •
Mrs. Miller is survived by
one niece, Pauline Cann,
Calvert City; one cousin, Sara
Harmon, Gilbertsville; step
son, Verdie Miller; foster son,
Georgeigowers.
, The funeral will le held
Saturday at one p.m-at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with Bro. John Dale of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Blewett Cemetery in
Marshall County.





The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at the eleven a. m. and
seven p. m. worship services
on Sunday, Feb. 5. Gene
Jones, deacon of-the week, will
assist in the morning services.
This Sunday will be the day
for the building fund offering
for the church. Tommy Scott
will sing a solo and direct the
singing with Mrs. &Oft as
pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale as
srgarast. '--
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Cathey. _
will be in charge of Children's
Church for the month of
February. Bill Crick, phone
489-2521, will serve as bus
driver for the month.
The ordinance of baptism
will be observed at the
evening service. A duet will be
sung by Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Scott, and the youth choir will
meet at 5:30 p. m. for practice
and will also sing in the
evening worship.
Sunday school will be at ten
a. m., Church Training at Si
p. m., and deacons will meet
at six p. m.
Volunteer nursery workers






The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
hear the pastor, the Rev. Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., speak
at the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, Feb. 5.
His subject will be"To
Become Perfectly One" with
scripture from John 17:9-23.
Holy Communion will be
celebrating with Kenny Dale
Erwin assisting Dr. Mullin-
s.The church choir, directed
by Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr., with
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist
and Tommy Gaines as pianist,
will present special Music.
. Sunday School will be at ten
m. and the Church Board
will meet at four p. m. on
Sunday.
No evening worship services
will be held, Dr. Mullins said.
Murray Lodge Meeting
TO Be Held On Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
hold a regular meeting on
Monday, Feb. 6, at 7:30 p. m.
at the lodge hall, located on
Mayfield Highway 121 at the
intersection of the Johnny
Robertson Road, Highway
1660.
Work will be in the second
degree and all Masons are




Final Markdown Will Start Mon., Feb. 6 at
9 a.m.
GETTING READY — Three members of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will appear in "The
Story of a Soldier" by Igor Stravinsky. This complete ballet will be presented in Readers Theatre form tonight only
by the Murray State University Musk Department. The show will begin at 8:15 in the Old Recital Hall of the Pike
Doyle Fine Arts Center. No admission will be charged. Pictured here (left to right) are John O'Brien, Bill Crittenden,
and Bill Phillips, along_with the Murray State University's Chamber Players conducted by John Hancock.
Watered Down Bargaining






Frarvey says he wants to look
at ,a proposed substitute
collective bargaining bill for
teachers before making
comment, even thoug.h a
fellow teacher called the
Measure "watered down."
._ The substitute, drafted by a.
Senate subcommittee, was re-
vealed by_ __subcommittee
chairman Sen. Ed O'Daniel,
Thursday
during a hearing on Senate
Bill 88 - a professional
negotiations bill backed by the
KEA and other state teacher'
groups.
O'Daniel said he thinks the
_substitute has a good chance
of passing the Senate,
although it could still run into
problems in the House.
The proposed substitute,
drafted largely by O'Daniel,
would not make agreements
reached between local teacher
organizations and school
boards mandatory and would
replace binding arbitration in




O'Daniel said he said he was
confident the subcommittee
and the full business
organizationsItind professions
cortunittee would report out
some type of professional
negotiations bill.
O'Daniel said the subcom-
mittee is patterned after nego-
tiation laws in four other
states and a 1972 bill which




.- Vetoed by then Gov. Wendell
boards.
get the feeling from- - _
members of the Senate that a Batkers and opponents of
te the substitute' the bill reinterated arguments
wilt peas , the Senate," during the hearing that have
O'Daniel said in an interview been advanced over the past
following the hearing. "But 1 10 years as teachers have
have gotten feedback from made repeatedly unsuccessf4I
manbers of the House that it efforts to get a professional
will have less of a chance in negotiations law. .
the House." Harvey told the hearing that
The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will hold worship
services on Sunday, Feb. 5, at
eleven a.m. at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray,
North Twelfth Street, Murray.
Services were not held at the
church, located northeast of
the Penny community, the
past two Sundays due to the
roads being blocked by the ice
and snow.
The Rev. DeWayne
Franklin, minister of the
church, urges all members to
attend and invites_ visitors to
worship with the congregation
on Sunday at the Branch Bank
of Murray.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp . of
Murray. are as follows
Heubletn Inc 




W R. Grace 25% -64s
Texaco w  36 unc
General Fiec 45% %
Hardees 10% -44
Georgia Pacific 25% +%
Pepsico 25% wic




Prices of stocks of local Interest at
noon tiday furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M. Sit-non Co of Murray are
as follaws.
Industrial Avg   -3.73
Airco  42 -1%
Air Products 2434 +Vs
American Motors 43411W'




Ford Motor Co ... 4194 Ai
Gen Dynamics .... .41% -%
General Motors . MN -%
General llre  24 494
Goodrich - * 19% unc
Gulf Oil , , 25% +%
IBM • 301 +%
Pennwalt .. ' 34% twit*
pQuaker oats  304 A%IWI 046 4- %




Corps Drops Idea Of Blasting
Ice-Choked Ohio River Channel
WARSAW, Ky. ( AP) - Con-
trolled Demolition Inc. never
tackled anything like ripping
up an three-mile-long ice
gorge on the Ohio River.
After two days, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers de-
cided it had enough of the idea
for awhile.
The Corps announced
Thursday it was shelving the
use of explosives to carve a
channel through an ice gorge
which had grown to three
miles Thursday behind the
Markland Dam.
Instead, the Corps decided_
to revert to the more
traditional method of using
tows to punch a channel up-
stream and get barge traffic
moving again.
"We never promised any-
thing," said Mark Loizeaux,
vice president of the company
based in Towson, Md. "They
called us and we agreed to try
it. If we couldn't be of help, we
said we'd just be on our way."
Loizeaux later said that if
his company was asked to
move on the project he
believed he could get a mile
channel through the pack ice
in eight or nine days.
The company official said
he hoped the corps would be
able to reach a decision soon
26 -%
45% .% on whether it wanted to
-4 restart the program.
421/
- - "We- just don't want to sit
around and collect our
money," Loizeaux said. If
they nave a better plan I'm
mediator or fact finding
committee whose rec-
ommendations could be re-
jected by the local boards.' -
The substitute would
provide for local grievance
procedures instead of a state
school -employee labor'
relations board proposed by
the original, bill, which does
not prohibit strikes and makes
agreements reached by
Pollution
happy for them. We've got
other projects. We don't need
the work. We came because
we were asked to come."
The explosives experts
never really got going in their
effort to break up the ice jam.
They spent Thursday testing
various amounts of dynamite
and satisfying Kentucky state
officials that they would not
shatter the windows of
buildings on the shore nearby.
"The corps called us
because of our experience on
Chesapeake Bay. But this is
different. This is much bigger,
stuff," Loizeaux said.
"We were really learning
with every blast. Kind of feel-
ing our way. We've never done
anything like this."
While the explosive experts
provided the more spec-
tacular show with a final blast
of 150 pounds of dynamite,
towboats whittled away at the'
ice M the upper approaches to
the lock gates at the dam.
By the end of the day Thurs-
day, they had punched the ice
900 feet up from the locks,
which were freed of ice and
operational. Traffic cannot
start however until after a
channel has been punched in
the ice gorge, which at points
was 40 feet deep and touching
the river bottom.
Loizeaux estimated that un-
der the the best conditions the
explosives might be able to
move 200 yards of ice a day,
-rind the towboats could do bet-
ter.
Col Thomas Nack, of the
• • • Corps of Engineers, said that
the explosives experts would
Continued From Page 1) be on a standby basis- and
might be called in again if
counties and eight cities ',needed.
across the Commonwealth -What the corps was inter-
which are above-standards for
one or more of the three types
of pollutants the state and
federal agencies are
measuring.
McCracken County is listed
as being above the standard
for all three -- particulate
Matter, sulfur dioxide and
oxidants - while Marshall
County is listed as being above Capt. John Beatty, a longtime.
standard for particulate river man who is in charge of
matter. salvage on several barges. .
ested in is speed," Loizeaux
concluded.
The ice gorge has carried an
entire pier frozen in place to a
position just upstream from
the dam, while the surface of
the ice is squeezed upward
into jagged mountains.
"I've never seen anything
Like it in all my years," said
which were pinned against the
dam when the ice gorge
moved downstream.
"That ice is like a snowball.
You keep squeezing it and get
a solid ball of ice. The more
you squeeze, the harder it
gets. The more ice that gets
down this river, the harder
that gorge is going to get, he
said.
Beatty, who lost his own
boat wtale trying to rescue the
barges last Friday, said the
ice was coming downriver "a
hundred times faster" than it
collective bargaining ensures
that the expertise and insight
of teachers will become part
of the educational decision- -
making process and .will in-
crease teacher morale and -
effectiveness.
Jim Melton, direqor of the
state school board association,
-said teachers are already
guaranteed many rights bys
law not guarantked workers in
the private sector and
decisions on school policy
— should be left with locally
elected school boards. - - -




quite to the contrary, we percent.
believe it is counter produe- Exemptions are provided in
tive," Melton said. the proposed „actitir_Yehicles
more than 15-years-old or
those temporarily of, per-
manently immobilized on
private land.
Drivers would be notified in
writing of the test results and
would be given time to make
necessary repairs.
There are no time specifics,
but presumably these will be
handled by regulations issued
by the Natural Resources De-
partment if the proposed bill
eventually becomes law.
The administration
measure also contains a
provision for expansion of the
program.
Other counties could
bequest it, and so could an air
pollution district.
Or the department if were




could be passed_by the----daln,-----Another administration
"We're whittling away at it, introduced Thursday would
but right now sunshine may
have more to do with it than
anything else," he said.
The Corps was also con-
cerned over inoperable gates
which might drain the water
which is needed to maintain
navigation over the dam.
The water level above the
dam ha S been going down dur-
ing the last few days.
Hold Meeting Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons
will Meet Saturday, Feb. 4, at
seven p. m. at the lodge hall.
Work will be in the First
Degree. All E. A. Masons are
urged to attend, according to








If the administration has its
way, cars and light trucks in
Jefferson, Fayette, Renton,
Campbell and Daviess
counties will have to undergo
emission inspections begin-
ning in 1980.
They are the most populous
in the state - all With More
than 80,000 residents - and
presumably the sources of the
largest amount of air pollution
from transportation.
Gov. Julian Carroll said the
emissions inspection ap-
proach is the .most feasible to
cope with the problem.
"It is more equitable than
such alternatives as ar-
bitrarily limiting the number
of vehicles that can drive in
our cities, eliminating
downtown parking or
charging-414,e to edrive- in
town," he said.
The inspection act would op-
erate in much the same man-
ner as the one under which ve-
hicles must undergo a safety
check at an authorized garage
or service gia!intionce a year
The proposed bill does not
•specify whether a windshield
sticker would be necessary as
proof of inspection.
It says a certificate would
be required, and would bye to
be obtained from the county
'clerk • 90 days-'-'" before
registration for a license
plate.
The inspection would be
handled at stations with the
proper equicrnent.
The maximum fee would be
set by the state Department„
for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection,
bring steam generaating
plants_ under the same
requirement imposed upon
cities and other industries -
which need a state permit
before they can remove water
from a Kentucky stream.
Such generating plants are
major users of water and have
been exempt for years from
the state's water •withdrawal
permit.
The governor said the pur-
pose of repealing the exemp-
tion is to enable the state to get
a clearer picture of its water
reouirements.
He said the data is needed
before any comprehensive




A program entitled Black
Awareness Day on Sunday,
Feb. 5, will initiate a schedule
of events at Murray State
University during. February...,
focused on a theme of
"Rediscovering Black
History."
To begin at 5 p.m. in the
Hart Hall Coffeehouse on the
campus, the program will
include an orientation period
led by black faculty, graduate
assistants, and organization
representatives for freshman
and . transfer students.
Students will also make talent
presentations.
The event is the first in a
series of activities through- ,
Feb. 28 sponsored by the
Minority Awareness Com-.,
but is not -expected to erceed • mniggee of,. thg, Student
$5, according to, the governor.:-110oittntletit'tinistiMation: A117
He predicted that when fully activities are 'open to the
operational the system could public at no admission charge.
reduce air pollution from Patricia Ann Petty at__
motor vehicles by 16 to 31 Louisville, chairperson of the
committee, said the purpose
of the series is to create an
awareness of black heritage.
We would like to call at- -
tendon to the contributions
and to the progress made by
blacks in this country," she
explained. "Our hope is to
provide some enlightenment
for people who attend these
activities."
An art exhibit made up of
work done by Murray State
students will be on display in
the lobby of the Student Center
Feb. 6-28.
Among other activities




displays, and a fashion and
talent show.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sabocribers Moo Moe vot
received fit* howie-dolivered
copy of The Mem/ ledger &
num by 5:30 p.m. Moaday-
friday
.
 or by 3:30 p. m. on fatw-
drys are oreted to call 753-1916
"shown, 5:30 p. sad 6 p.m.,
Mosiday-Friday, or 3:30 p.m.
and 4p. s. Isteriwys, to Wore
deivery if the newspaper. Calls
must be placed by 6 p.m. week-





The Ending SALE DATE on Big K's Insert included in today's Murray
Ledger I Times, has been extended.
PRICES ARE GOOD
THRU FEB. 9TH
Some items we do sit have but we will give Mao Chocks ter time items.
or.
